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THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THERE
WERE COMMON OPINIONS ABOUT THE ROLE ANC FUNCTIONS OF
PROFESSIONAL LEADERS OF HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION IN
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR DISADVANTAGED PARENTS IN THE STATE
Of MISSOURI. FIFTY-EIGHT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS PARTICIPATED
IN A STRUCTURED INTERVIEW USING A DECK OF 60 TWO-SORT CARDS,
EACH CONTAINING A STATEMENT DESCRIBING A DIFFERENT JOB
ACTIVITY CONCERNING THE PROFESSIONAL LEADER ROLE. WEIGHTED
SCORES WERE ASSIGNED BY RESPONDENTS TO EACH ITEM SORTED, AND
CORRELATION AND FACTOR ANALYSES WERE USED iN ANALYZING THE
DATA AS TO ACTUAL AND IDEAL ROLES. ALTHOUGH THFRE WAS A LACK
OF AGREEMENT AMONG RESPONDENTS IS TO RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
VARIOUS ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE LEADERSHIP ROLE, MOST
RESPONDENTS SEEMED TO CORRELATE IDEAL AND ACTUAL ROLES.
RESPONDENTS VALUED THE LEADERSHIP ROLE MORE ON THE BASIS OF
THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF HOW A PROFESSIONAL LEADER SHOULD BE
INVOLVED THAN ON WHAT HE WAS ACTUALLY DOING. THEY SHOWED
GENERAL AGREEMENT THAT MORE IMPORTANCE SHOULD BE ACCORDED THE
ACTIVITIES COMPRISING PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE
EVALUATIVE AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASPECTS. THEY DISAGREED MOST
WITH THE ACTIVITIES COMPRISING THE ASPECT OF COOPERATION WITH
AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS. IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT
DISAGREEMENT EXISTS CONCERNING THE PATTERN OF THE
PROFESSIONAL LEADER ROLE IN PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR THE
DISADVANTAGED. BECAUSE THE LACK Of AGREEMENT COULD BE A
POTENTIAL SOURCE OF CONFLICT, IT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN
RELATION TO EXISTING AND EMERGING PROGRAMS. IMPLICATIONS OF
THE STUDY WERE THAT (1) THERE IS A NEED FOR REALISTIC
OBJECTIVES AND A '.:LEAR DEFINITION OF AUTHORITY, (2)

CONSIDERING THE TREND OF USING HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS IN
PARENT-EDUCATION PROGRAMS, TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
SHOULD PREPARE THEM TO COPE WITH 30CIO-ECONOMIC DIFFERENCES,
AND (3) INCREASING EMPHASIS ON PROFESSIONALIZATION OF THE
LEADERSHIP ROLE STRESSES THE NEED FOR CONTINUED INSERVICE
TRAINING. AN EXTENSIVE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON PARENT
EDUCATION WITH REFERENCE TO THE DISADVANTAGED IS INCLUDED.
RELATED DOCUMENTS ARE VT 004 011 AND VT 004 013. (FP)
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CHAPTER I

(Page 3-13)

The present study deals with two critical aspects of
the professional leader role. These aspects are ex-
pressed as:

1. Role-perception. How the given indi-
vidual defines his or her role. This
is what the individual uants for his
or her pattern of behavior.

2. Role expectations. The pattern of re-
sponsibilities or obligations placed
upon an individual in a particular
field of work.

Many definitions of role are found in the literature.
Most of the definitions can be traced to Parson's work
in Sociology, Linton's5 work in the field of Anthropo-
logy. and Newcombls6 and Sarbints7 work in Social. Psy-
chology. Gross, Mason and McEachern8 identify three
different conceptions of role as (1) normative cultur-
al pattern, (2) the individual's definition of his re-
lationships with reference to his and otners social
position, or (3) the behavior of actors occupying so-
cial positions.

The investigation of the role of the professional lea-
der in this study uses the first and third conceptual
statements as the basis for the research study. An at-
tempt is made also to include in the study the three
elements identified by Gross et al.

The social location of the program, the be-
havior of tha present role incumbent and
the expectations of the groups concerned
with the role.9

It should be emphasized at this point that while the
study is preliminary and exploratory, the initial ob-
jective is to open the way to a study of what may be



said to present a description of opinions held by
professional personnel of different interests con-
cerning role and functions of professional leaders
in parent education programs for the disadvantaged.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if there
were common concepts and opinions about the role and
functions of professional leaders of home economics
education in educational programs for parents handi-
capped by socio-economic status differences in the
state of Missouri. The concepts and opinions in ques-
tion were those held by a select group of professional
educators deemed most involved in the definitions of
the actual role and the ideal role of the professional
leader in parent education programs for the disadvan-
taged in Missouri.

The general objective of the study was to attempt to
identify and co:Ipare concepts of the actual and the
ideal roles of professional leaders in parent educa-
tion programs for the disadvantaged as they were held
by professional leaders and by directors of such pro-
grams. The pri.lary interest was to analyze and compare
concepts and opinions of persons familiar with the afore-
said educational enterprise using Ov-methodology as de-
veloped by Stephenson.I0

Stephenson who is largely credited with the discovery
and development of Q- methodology gave more emphasis
to factor analysis than variance analysis in Q-methodo-
logy. He pointed out that the greatest amount of infor-
mation is gained through the use of factor analysis in
the Q-technique.11

This study was, therefore, concerned primarily with ap-
propriate factor analysis and Q-methodology rather than
hypothesis-testing.

The purpose was achieved by identifying and comparing
factors descriptive of opinions of professional leaders
and directors concerning the professional leader role
in parent education programs for the disadvantaged as
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administered by the Missouri Public School System and
the Missouri E;:tension Service.

To be more specific the investigation was designed to
permit conclusions to be drawn concerning the follow-
ing:

1. Identification of factors by which se-
lected professional personnel could be
represel....;ed in terms of concepts and
opinions they hold with respect to the
professional leader role in parent ed-
ucation programs for the disadvantaged.

2. Identification of factors that will be
descriptive of job activities compris-
ing the actual role of the professional
leader.

3. Identification of factor, that will be
descriptive of job activities compris-
ing the ideal role of the professional
ledder.

4. Identification of specific responsibili-
ties with respect tc 'he actual role and
the ideal role of the professional lea-
der, consensually accepted by profess-
ional persons.

5. Comparison of the degree of importance
which professional personnel think should
be given and the degree of importance per-
ceived as now being given job activities
comprising the professional leader role.

6. Determination of the nature of role and
functions as expressed by the factors
identified in the study with implications
for teacher education curriculum in home
economics.

4



Definition of Terms

Many words frequently used in educational writings Lre
subject to sale variations in meanin. In order to
avoid insofar as possible, misunderstanding and misin-
terpretation, certain terms are defined below accord-
ing to their intended meaning in this study.

Parents handicapped by socio-economic status differen-
ces: Social and economic status involves not only
economic and social position and prestige, but also a
way of life and a pattern of values related to indivi-
dual members of the family. In this study parents
handicapped by social and economic status differences
refer to a group of people living in a socio-economic
environment which reflects a low-income and a low stan-
dard of living as determined by socio-economic factors
in the societal context of the United States. This in
turn reflects a pattern of behavior and a value system
by which the group is differentiated, This group is
usually referred to as the disadvantaged and the depri-
ved class in the society.

A large section of these people have families and par-
ental status in the society. A majority of these par-
ents are poorly prepared to assume their parental and
family responsibilities in an effective way, because
their low incomes carry with them limited access to ed-
ucation, information and trening. They also lack mo-
tivation, hope, and incent' . These factors are more
powerful barriers than lack of financial means to break
the cycle of their family tradition of economic and cul-
tural poverty. This is why they are considered aE,
"parents handicapped by socio-economic status differen-
ces. t?

Education for parents: Parents have a particular sta-
tus in the society. Associated with parenthood, as
with every social status, is a particular role which
is expected of the parent in interaction with the child
and family. This status and role of the parent differ
from others which the individual holds as a member of
the society. Logically, therefore, education for par-
ents in this study is considered as a part of continuing



education to assist parents in learning how to consi-
der all of the factors which affect the child, parents,
and family.

Home Economics Education: Home Economics education is
used in this study in a restricted sense. It means a
special progra-n designed for the education of parents
and deals with child and improveuent of home and fam-
ily living.

Professional Leader: Professional leaders are trained
agents of home economics education holding such posi-
tions as home economics teacher, home economist and
home visitor employed in the Missouri Public School
System and the Missouri Extension Service. They are
especially entrusted with implementation of home econo-
mics education programs or aspects of such programs de-
signed for parents handicapped by socio-economic status
differences in Missouri.

Director: Directors in the study include professional
educators employed in the Missouri Public School Sys-
tem and the Missouri Extension Service with the title
of superintendent, principal, director, consultant,
and/or specialist. They are assumed to be qualified to
be in charge of educational programs for disadvantaged
persons and/or to give direction to the action groups
sponsoring educational programs for the disadvantaged
in Missouri.

An expectation is an evaluative standard applied to an
incumbent of a position.

Professional Leader Role: Professional leader role re-
fers to the functions and responsibilities that make up
the job of an agent of home economics education in the
context of educational programs for the disadvantaged
parents.

Actual role refers to the collective functions and re-
sponsibilities currently being pursued by the profes-
sional leader. Ideal role refers to the collective
functions and responsibilities which the professional
leader should carry out ideally in his or her field of

work.



Role definition is used to refer to other's expecta-
tions of a person occupying a position and refers pri-
marily to what the respondents think an agent's role
should be (the '_deal role).

A role behavior is an actual performance of an incum-
bent in a particular position with reference to an
expectation for an incumbent in that position (the
actual role).

Q-technique: Q-technique is the correlational and
factor analytic methodology developed by Stephenson
(1953) and discussed by Cronbach (1953) and others.
It centers particularly in the sorting of decks of
cards with a different statement on each one of them
called Q-sort.

The statements are derived from a sample of a defined
universe of statements. These cards are sorted into
piles using a rank order procedure in a structure ap-
proximating a normal curve that represent degrees of
application of the statements to a particular form of
reference held by the person sorting them. It invol-
ves correlation of persons, i.e., correlations among
the responses of different individuals to the Q-sort,
and persons clusters, or factors as set forth by Ste-
phenson (1953).

Need for the Study

The need for the study is reflected, at least in part,
in the national concern to combat poverty.

In 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt declared
'War on Poverty' in the midst of national
adversity. In 1964, Lyndon B. Johnson de-
clared 'War on Poverty' in the :aidst of
national prosperity. The enemy is the
same in both cases. Only the time and
circumstances are different.12

The War launched against evils of poverty on the na-
tional level has given a new significance to the edu-
cation for socially and economically deprived adults,
an important segment of the total adult population.



A survey of the 1-.1*-6erature indicates that much atten-
tion has been iven to the consideration of what edu-
cational services should be perforJed for the deprived
adults. This !nay be a function of the evolution of
the field. The 2ederal Government has become involved
in such educational programs through a number of Fed-
eral legislative measures, especially the Economic Op-
portunity Act of 1964. The national concern for this
segment of society is expressed in new federally and
state supported anti-poverty education programs. The
projects planned by professional leaders through edu-
cational programs for adults from economically and
culturally depressed environments, as well as the ser-
vices offered by these professional leaders, have
come of age.

Many of these educational programs are designed to
assist these deprived persons to be understanding par-
ents and to live richer and more satisfying lives. Edu-
cators and leaders have been deeply concerned with
these newer efforts. There is a growing recognition
of the significance of the role of professional lead-
ers in home economics education in the existing and
emerging programs to serve needs of parents from soci-
ally and economically depressed environments. The
literature shots a trend in the direction of investi-
gating the inner world of the professional educators
who are concerned with their leadership positions and
with the examining of their own thinking about their
respective responsibilities as they become involved in
the positions and in the improvement of the lives of
the incumbents (parents).

(Pages 15-17)

The adult education movement which focuses on the con-
cern of parents for their children and on the way in
which families cope with stress both at home and in
other environments is not a new phenoAenon, as pointed
out by Osborne. He states that parent education as an
organized moveAent and parent educators as definable
persons are somewhat less than half century old.15

Moreover, Pickarts in her report on "Recruiting Low-
Income Families for Family Life Education" said, "The



clientele for parent education has been traditionally
middle class. Efforts have been made to reach low-
income families but are often discontinued due to li-
mited attendance."lo

There is increasing concern for this situation con-
committant with the present day awareness of the im-
pact of educational proGrams upon parents and fami-
lies in respect to the "War on Poverty."

Jenson and Foranson report:

Every recent study on preparation in con-
tinuing and adult education indicates
that there are millions of adults not now
being reached with any kind of education
program and most of these are in the under-
privileged or poverty segments of the soc-
iety.17

They express their concern in these words:

Evidence continues to accumulate that we
in adult education have not yet found,the
touch so necessary to make adult education
a vital, vibrating, intensive part of our
society. The problem that plagues us is
that we have not yet seriously concerned
ourselves uith attempting to reach those
segments of our society that could profit
most from participation in a continuing
program of education. We in adult educa-
tion at all levels must now determine the
role we must play in the 'War on Poverty' 18

While the general aims of education are the same for
all adults irrespective of socio-economic status, it

is now believed that the deprived adults do live apart,
do have their own way of living and do develop a value
system of their own. They need to be reached by spec-
ial methods to meet their special problems and needs.
Amedon indicates, "National activities to combat pov-
erty are bringing to light the need for new approaches
to the education of people living in homes of poverty"19



It is now recognized, "Education is basic to the
abilities of the 'adult poor' to cope with the prob-
lems and necessities of daily living: relationships
with community a,,cncies and services; the maintenance
of the home, and the raising and support of the fam-
ily.20

(Pages 23-51)

Related Studies

The discussion of related studies is divided into two
parts. The first part of this section is concerned
with parent education activities with specific refer-
ence to persons handicapped by socio-economic status
differences. The second part of this section consi-
ders methodology used in related role studies.

Parent Education

The author's inspiration for this study came from an
examination of the current literature on parent edu-
cation pertaining to the "War on Poverty". There is
a great volume of descriptive literature dealing with
the parent education activities of public schools, ex-
tension service, and other agencies and organizations
involved directly or indirectly in parent education.
However, there are relatively few research studies on
the role and function of professional leaders in edu-
cational programs.

The professional leader in education programs for the
disadvantaged parents is a member of a new profession
built upon a co :paratively new ideal in human society,
that is the ideal of the dignity and the worth of each
person. There is evidence in the literature of a grow-
ing concern for the clarification of functions of the
leadership role in educational programs for the disad-
vantaged.

Auerbach observes that types of program for the disad-
vantaged parents fall under the general category of
parent education activities as all programs for parents
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share the same goals of giving parents additional in-
formation, self atTareness and the opportunity for in-
dividual growth.25

To Auerbach, it was important that those actively
working in parent education be clear as to special
goals, not only for their own understanding and ef-
fective functioning, but to avoid confusion in rela-
tion to other educational programs of which parent
education is a part. Her opinion regarding parent
education is expressed in the following lines:

Parent education can be seen as one part of
the adult education movement. The chief
focus of parent education is on the parents'
role in child welfare and family living
It is often used interchangeably with the
term family life education. The latter in-
cludes all those educational activities and
programs which aim to increase the under-
standing of parents at many levels of learn-
ing and through many kinds of educational
experiences so that they will achieve fur-
ther individual growth and develop greater
competence in dealing with their children
and family problems.'do

In reference to parents from socially and economically
depressed environments, the following observations are:

made in the Workshop Reports of the Child Study Associa-
tion.

What has been suggeste- so far with regard
to parents in general has been found to
have application to parents in low income
situations There are some basic simi-
larities in the need of all parents for in-
formation - not only about general child
development and family living but about the
particular circumstances which they face and
for fuller understanding of themselves and
their needs .However, each specific situ-
ation provides its own challenge and requires
adaptation of parent education approaches.27



Osborne has discussed the functions of a parent edu-
cator in an art4.cle, "What is a Parent Educator."

The parent educator in a sense serves as
a middle:Ian between the specialized expert
and family :AeAbers. Consequently, the par-
ent educator is to serve as consultant,
guide and source person and must have a
broad grounding in those things which have
an impact on the family gnd which can con-
'ribute to its welfare .20

The Twenty-Eighth Year Book of the National Society
for the Study of Education describes the development
of parent education and presents a valuable summary of
parent education practices from the early seventeenth
century. Regarding the leadership role of a parenl,
educator, there is this statement:

It is largely because of the fact that par-
ental education is concerned with a human
problem, rather than with a body of techni-
cal material that the personnel of the field
should be made up of leaders instead of tea-
chers.

Since parenthood is distinctly a social re-
sponsibility, the function of the parent
educator is primarily a social one. The
teacher needs to be concerned only with
specific problems and situations but the
leader must take into account not only
what may happen to a particular individual
under certain conditions, but all the fac-
tors that _lake up that individual and his
environment and how they may both be modi-
fied for the good of the social group.23

The published proceedings of the committee on the
Family and Parent Education of the Third White House
Conference gives a detailed description and intensive
report on programs current at that time. In this re-
port Gruenberg suggests the following as basic essen-
tials for parent education practice:



1. That educational facilities for parents
be developed as a normal part of the
broader educational progra4.

2. That workers in parent education cooper-
ate directly with the home and consider
themselves as adjuncts to the latter in
the promotion of child welfare and family
living.

3. That in training of workers there be de-
veloped an attitude of cooperation in
the coordination of services, rather than
the expectation of technical ministra-
tions by isolated specialists.30

The report also describes types of activities perfor-
med by home economists in family living and parent
education programs. Their activities may be grouped
under the following categories.

1. Conduct parent classes.
2. Develop lay leaders.
3. Conduct classes in phases of parent edu-

cation for lay leaders in training and
in-service.

4. Coordinate and develop the parent educa-
tion interests and activities of local
organizations and agencies.

5. Keep records of all activities for their
continuous evaluation.

6. Prepare materials for parent education.
7. Furnish information to public in relation

to parent education.
8. Develop consultation service for indivi-

duals and families concerned.
9. Make field trips and home visits.

10. Conduct surveys and research.31

Sunley in an article based on extensive research, de-
scribes parent education practices as recognized in
the early part of the parent education movement.32

Brim33 made a unique study of development of organized
parent education in the United States. In the final
chapter of his study he surveys the research in parent
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education alraacly completed and raises many issues
that need to be explored. While his report recognizes
the significant role played by family life educators
in parent education activities from the bery beginning
of the movement, it emphasizes the need to substantiate
all aspects of their work through some sound study of
leadership role.

Chamberlain and de Schweinitz34 have given detailed de-
scription of parent education progra:is which operate at
the national and state levels sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. Among these are the important activi-
ties sponsored by the Extension Service affiliated with
the Land Grant Colleges in the several states. The Home
Economics Education Division of the Office of Education
is responsible for administering funds to state depart-
ments of education for parent education activities. These
activities are a direct continuation of the program lau-
nched in 1914 under the Smith-Lever Act and in 1917 under
the Smith-Hughes Act respectively. The writers indieate
that these programs, most frequently take the form of
adult education classes administered by home economists.

The study made by Homer Kempfer35, specialists for gen-
eral Adult and Post High School Education, U. S. Office
of Education reports that adult education activities are
relatively widely distributed throughout the Public
School System in the United States.

An important survey study of adult 2ducation in the pub-
lic schools, is that by Dickerman.30 In this study the
author gives a picture of an actual adult school in ac-
tion, summarizes the activities of adult education, char-
acterizes the students taking part in adult study, and
analyzes the benefits received by those students.

Clark and Sasse37 report a study, made by Johnstone in
1963, concerning the nature of adult education in Amer-
ica. It reveals that governmental activity in adult
education was concentrated in two major areas: (a) vo-
cations and (b) home and family life.

Roland Frank Nage138 made a study concerning adult edu-
cation in the Public Schools of Missouri for the purpose

- i



of ascertaining the status of adult education in the
state of Missouri and to obtain expressions of opin-
ion regarding the desirability of this level of e(uca-
tion as a public school responsibility. According to
the findings of the study the major unmet adult educa-
tion need of most of the communities includes a great
demand, particularly on the part of women, for parent
education and child care.

All these reports and studies on adult education have
significance for the present study as parent educa-
tion is considered to be an essential part of adult
education.

With the current emphasis on the "liar on Poverty,"
family life education programs, using a variety of ap-
proaches, are now being utilized to involve low income
parents with the purpose of enabling them to cc)e more
effectively with their problems relating to parental
roles.

A thorough search of the literature and the various
bibliographical sources has failed to reveal any com-
prehensive and up-to-date description of the educa-
tion programs designed for the disadvantaged parents.
However, reports of different projects are available
which suggest responsibilities cf thr professional

Carusone in his report of the Oakland Public School
Low Income Parent Education Programs under the Ford
Foundation Project emphasizes, in the light of his
findings, the following activities:

Regular home visits,
Involvement of community agencies and
Development of parent leaders to assist

professional leaders .39

He also attaches importance to the understanding of
the cultural pattern of the low-income families.

A number of government and national organization pub-
lications present valuable data on activities of pro-
fessional leaders in educational programs for

- 1F -
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dinadvantaed parents. Aniont these are the follow-
ing:

Borstelman4O presents guidelines for oarent-educators
with poverty families.

Education Policies Commission41 reports on current
education programs designed for disadvantaged parents.

United States Department of Agriculture12 presents
information relating to work of Extension Agents with
low income families.

The respective articles of Luke43, Chilinan44 Hill45,
Beavers4o, and Haggstrom47 have focused on new respon-
bibillties of professional leaders in home economics
education and related disciplines in parent education
programs for the disadvantaged.

Surveys48 relating to low incol.,-! families in Missouri,
conducted by the Extension Division, University of
Missouri, and educational mwterials developed by County
Extension Service, Missouri 49 provided much information
related to the present study.

Literature related to Project Head Start in the Econo-
mic Opportunity Office50 and Farmers Home Administra-
tion51 was consulted to gain a clearer understanding
of leadership functions in educational programs for
the disadvantaged parents.

The literature reviewed above indicates:

a. That parent education as an organized
movement and parent educators as definable
persons are somewhat less than half a cen-
tury old.

b. That the parent education practice has
been the subject of numerous investiga-
tions over a period of years.

c. That there is an agreement among these
studies on the significance of the lea-
dership role of the professional person-
nel in home economics education in par-
ent education programs.



d. That there is a growing concern about
the impact of educational programs on
low-income parents and families in
combating poverty.

e. That there has been change in functions
expected of professional leaders in
parent and family living education in
the direction of more emphasis on social
responsibilities.

f. That there has been a growing awareness
about the need of determining a common
core of resporsibilities and interests
expected of professional leaders work-
ing in education programs for the disad-
vantaged.

Role Studies and Methodology

Numerous efforts have appeared in the literature seek-
ing to define and describe jobs and titles in the vari-
ous fields of education.

Within the past ten years, new emphasis and direction
has been given to research in the problems of leader-
ship and leader role at different levels of education.
However, no studies, so far as the writer was able to
ascertain, have been made on the role of professional
leaders in educational programs for parents from soc-
ially and econolically depressed environments.

There are many studies of the roles of the various per-
sonnel in school systems and extension services. These
range from studies of the administrator tole to the
roles of the teachers and the county home agents.

Several role studies which are more or less related
to the present study were reviewed to gain an under-
standing of the application of role theory to the
study of roles involved in various positions. There
are several studies employing Q-methodology with its
factor analysis technique in the identification of
professional image, variability of opinions concern-
ing the role and functions that should belong to a
particular position. These studies provided guide-
lines in designing this investigation.
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Research studies using role theory are considered
first.

Robinson
52 based his doctoral study on role theory

to define and analyze the role of the county 4-H
Club agent in Wisconsin. This study of role percep-
tions included the present role of occupants and
their co-workers uho are jointly responsible for the
total county extension program, their supervisors
who see the position from a state viewpoint, and of-
ficers of county leader's organizations who view the
position in tems of local program needs. For the
purpose of this study, four aspects of the role of th
the county 4-H Club agent were identified and samples
of statements were developed describin,-, these aspects.
Data were collected by personally conducted interviews
using a structured schedule to record the placement
of statements in terms of actual role and ideal role
by the respondents. Three way analysis of variance,
using role aspect, respondent group, and actual-ideal
components were used in analyzin:-.; data. Based on the
findings of the study it was recommended that addi-
tional research is needed concerning the 4-H Club
Agent's own perception of his role and its relation
to his own needs, abilities, and interests. Also the
4-H Agent's own perception of the role expectations
of the state staff, his county co-workers, and the
adult leaders is needed to further clarify the role
of the county 4-H Club Agent.

Curtis Trent53 in a study entitled "The Administrative
Role of the State h-H Club Leader in Selected States"
aimed at defining and analyzing the job of the state
4-H Club Leader within the Co-operative Extension Ser-
vice.

Emily H. Quinn
54

in her doctoral study of the State
Program leader position in the Co-operative Extension
Service found that the position of state program lea-
der is difficult to define and state explicitly. The
job descriptions in delineating the responsibilities
of the position a:te not consistent from state tc state.
The newness of the position in the organization and
lack of traditional precedent in a consistent descrip-
tion of the position contribute to individuals holding



different vie :s as to what ought to be responsibili-
ties of the position. This causes one to speculate
that there should be different expectations of the
state program leader among staff members. Such an
important oosition in the organization should be ap-
propriately and adequately defined.

Cross55 in her study aimed at ascertaining job acti-
vities of homemaking teachers and home agents provi-
ded a basis for further development of pre-service
education programs, staff development activities for
homemaking teachers and home agents.

John W. Myres
56 made a study of Aeld_linistrative Per-

sonnel in Adult Education." The study was an attempt
to identify the duties of administrative personnel in
adult Pducation programs and also the patterns of ad-
ministrative organization of adult education programs.

c7
Ethel M. Bower-11 made a study of Project Leaders and
Non-Project Leaders in the Adult Home Economics Exten-
sion Program in Hocking County, Ohio. In the light
of findings specific suggestions for improvement of
training programs for the leaders were made in this
study.

There are expectation studies which have usually been
made from the point of view of one or two selected
alter groups, and then often, only in terms of varia-
bles assumed to be critical for some purpose. The
following are some examples of such studies.

Buffington58 and Medsker59 in respective expectation
studies determined the expectations held for the same
group of Principals by a sample of teachers and par-
ents. Their studies were based on the critical inci-
dent technique however, and do not represent the whole
range of expectation.

Walters
6o

studies the principalship as perceived by
the superintendent, using again the critical incident
technique.

From the point of view of methodology, there are stu-
dies which have attempted to determine certain limited
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role expectations for certain purposes. Bidwell61

utilizes a co :abination of focused and flexible inter-
views together with questionnaire returns to discover
the expectations held for principals and superinten-
dents and teachers.

Bills
62

found that the successful educational leader
is a democratic individual who tends to fit rather
well the descriptions that psychologists give of the
'self actualizin:' person.

Halpin
63

used the %leadership Behavior Description
Questionnaire,' developed through factor analysis
techniques, to obtain impressions of the roles of
aircraft commanders and educational administrators,
as seen by the incumbents of those roles themselves
and by various subordinates such as teachers and crew
members.

Hall's
64

study is a comparison of the social standing
and leadership importance of the leaders of five se-
lected communities with implications for educational
administration. It deals with community leadership
structure and the relationship of leadership to so-
cial standing. The sources of information were 934
questionnaires.

Regan's
65

study was a measurement of positional in-
volvement of State Home Economics Leader in Adminis-
trative decisions in co-operative extension. This
study was national in scope. All members of the ad-
ministrative groups in each of 48 states and the Com-
mon-Wealth of Puerto Rico were included in the study.
The questionnaire uas developed around four major di-
mensions of involvement, namely: participation, com-
munication, contribution and ideal involvement. A
rating scale, consisting of five intervals was used
to measure the items on each of the dimensions. Data
were analyzed b.y :deans of Product lioment correlation
co-efficient, mean scores, analysis of variance, com-
ponent and factor type analysis. According to the
findings, the four dimensions do constitute the basis
for a highly reliable measure of involvement.

Well
66

sought to determine role of the career home-
maker. Her study was an attempt to make an analysis
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of the factors influencing married uollien's actual
or planned work participation.

An examination of a recent Index to Dissertation Ab-
stracts reveals several doctoral studies employing
the Q-technique. The group research effort involv-
ing Q-sort methodology coming from the Chicago re-
search workers is well demonstrated in the publica-
tion of Psychotherapy and Personality Change (Rogers
and Dymond) .67 Uhile giving an account of Q-techni-
que Cronbach states,

Here is a tool for studying identifica-
tion with heroes, formation of ideals,
and other aspects of character develop-
ment. With suitable modification of
questions, we can inquire into the goals
of leaders, the goals of leaders as per-
ceived by their groups, and the extent
to which thosergoals are held by the
group members.00

Correlation between persons is the basis of Q-meth-
odology to which explcit attention was given first
by Sir G. H. Thomoson°9 and almost simultaneously by
Dr. William Stephenson. its regards the nature of a
a-technique Stephenson states,

The new technique, we suggested, made it
possible to make factor studies on a sin-
gle or a feu individuals, thus bringing
the methods of correlation and factor an-
alysis into the laboratory and clinic.
This was possible if persons were correla-
ted instead of tests.

Whereas previously a large nu.aber of peo-
ple were given a small number of tests,
now we give a small number of people a
large number of tests or test items, or
require a large number of responses from
them.70

In 1964, Lionberger conducted a study on "Image of the
College of Agriculture from the Vieu Point of Several
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Groups' at the University of Missouri. He used the
Q-technique to collect information from a small
sample of forty-four people. In his opinion

The small sa:nle was the favored study
method because with limited resources it
was felt that more could be learned by
concentrating on a few key individuals
who had opinions than on a large sample,
many of whom had none.71

He agreed with Dr. Uhiting72 that Q-sort is superior
to the interview, questionnaire, attitude scale, or
rating scale as a flexible means of obtaining infor-
mation about attitudes, opinions, and expectations of
people.

Although Stephenson published material on Q-technique
as early at 1935, not so much use was made of this
type of correlation until 1948. Interest in the meth-
od has spread widely very recently.

The review of the literature concerning the use of
Q-sort methodology shows that it has had increasing
use on social, psychological, and educational prob-
lems and the Q-sort may be well adaptdd to the study
of social or professional roles.

TLese points gave support to the use of a Q-sort ap-
proach to the present study. The professional leader
role in education programs for disadvantaged parents
being comparatively a new position, it was thought to
be appropriate to :lake factor studies following Q-
technique on a feu key persons havinc valued opinion
concerning such leadership roles.

The following 'Role' studies have been found helpful
in providing guidelines as to the use of Q-methodo-
logy.

Schmidt's73 study was on "Concepts of the Role of Sec-
ondayy School Counselors". The study proposed to
identify and compare concepts of the actual and ideal
roles of Secondary School Counselors as they were held
by Secondary School Counselors and by their Secondary
School Principals. He used the Q-technique comparing
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matched pairs of Principals and Counselors. The re-
spondents performed Q-sorts in reference to actual
role and ideal role of the counselor.

The study of Schmidt was followed up by Du Bois
74

and
Fredrick(5 who made studies on counselor role, using
the Q-sort instrument developed by Schmidt.

All of them present reviews of current research in-
volving Q-methodology which revealed that the data
for a Q-sort lay be derived fron a wide variety of
areas including art objects, personality traits, and
statements about behavior.

Moore
76

conducted a Q-study to determine if there
were common concepts of the role and functions that
school counselors should perform in the elementary
school. The study was designed under the direct gui-
dance of Dr. Stephenson.77 Moore pointed out that the
greatest amount of information could be gained through
the use of factor analysis in the statistical treat-
ment of the data. He reported a number of studies of
role concepts using Q-technique with its Q-sort, per-
son sets, corr lation and factor analysis. About Q-
methodology he states,

Its purpose is to identify and describe in
some detail the opinions held that are com-
mon and by whom such common opinions are
held. It utilizes small sample doctrine
in the measurement o the qualitative con-
ditions of opinion.7

The survey of literature indicated that the use of Q-
technique would be helpful in analyzing opinion and
judgments of professional personnel qualified to ex-
press expert opinion as to w should constitute the
professional leader role in e ration programs for
the disadvantaged parents.
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Scope, Procedures and LLaitations

The problem of ascertaining the role and functions of
professional leaders in education programs for parents
handicapped by socio-economic status differences has
national implications but the study was limited to the
role of professional leaders in the state of Missouri.

The investigation was also limited to a study of the
professional leaders with specialized knowledge and
training in home economics education, working in such
parent education programs for the disadvantaged as ad-
ministered by the Public School System and the Exten-
sion Service in Missouri.

Although this study was conducted in Missouri and in-
ferences were made only to Missouri, the findings might
very well have relevance to other states. The study,
also, might have important implications for other agen-
cies and organizations, whose pattern of leader role is
similar and somewhat comparable to that followed in
parent education programs of school systems and exten-
sion services.

The total population of fifty-eight subjects for the
study was drawn from nineteen communities in Missouri
having professional leaders. Twenty-nine individuals
with specialized knowledge in home economics education
were considered to be practicing professional leaders
within the Public School System and the Extension Ser-
vice, and twenty-nine were professional educators who
had a reasonable period of time in which to become fam-
iliar with such programs serving as directors, and/or
specialists in educational programs for the disadvan-
taged.

Professional leaders were selected on the basis of
records obtained from the Missouri State Department of
Education and the University of Missouri Extension Di-
vision, ColumIda.

The procedure used to study the professional leader
role included a structured interview schedule.



The schedule was constructed by using a Q-sort of
sixty cards with a statement describing a different
job activity concerning the professional leader role,
listed on each card.

The job activities included in the sample of Q-sort
statement cards were based on (1) relevant litera-
ture and background materials of authorities in the
field of parent education and education programs for
the disadvantaged, (2) interviews with administrators,
specialists, and (3) professional description provi-
ded by the agencies and organizations conducting edu-
cational programs for disadvantaged parents in Missouri.

The sample of Q-sort was developed around the following
four major aspects of the professional leader role:

1. Assistance to Administration
2. Cooperation with co-workers and aides.
3. Cooperation with agencies and organizations.
4. Personal services to audience (parents).

Of the total sixty items incorporated in the sample,
fifteen items were selected for each of the four major
role aspects.

A pre-test was conducted with twelve professional edu-
cators associated with the parent education programs
for the disadvantaged in Missouri. Each person on the
pre-test considered how each of the statements or items
applied to the roles of professional leaders in educa-
tion programs for the disadvantaged parents.

Based on the opinion of persons on the pre-test and
also upon suggestions of a panel of selected educa-
tionists, administrators, and members of the writer's
advisory committee, a final selection of the activi-
ties relating to the professional leader role was made.

Data were collected by personally conducted group and
individual interviews by the investigator using the
structured schedule consisting of sixty statement cards.

These statement cards were sorted into eleven piles by
each interviewee to indicate the degree of importance



I

i accorded activities in terms of actual situation as
he or she saw it, and in terms of the ideal situation,
or as he or she felt it should be. The data were ob-
tained by making a record of each respondent's actual
sort and ideal sort.

The measurement consisted of weighted scores assigned
by respondents to each of the ite.ms sorted. The re-
sponses thus obtained formed the basis for analysis
and the conclusions drawn from the study.

The nature of the Q-sort statements and their develop-
ment, the criteria for selection of the subjects, and
the way in which data were collected and analyzed are
discussed in detail in Chapter II, Methodology.

Certain problems and limitations in a study of this
kind need to be recognized.

They include:

1. Lack of uniformity in the organizations of the
education programs for the disadvantaged par-
ents from community to community;

2. The variety of ways in which the positions of the
professional leaders may be structured in communi-
ties,

3. The variety of ways in which a professional lea-
der may function in the position,

4. The uniqueness of the parent education program
within a particular organization.

Leaders in education programs for the disadvantaged
parents as in any area of professional practice may
be broadly classified into generalists and special-
ists. This study was limited to the role of profes-
sional leaders as specialists in home economics educa-
tion. Moreover, the definition of the term, disadvan-
taged parent education had limited the number of sch-
ools and extension centers included in the study to
those conducting parent education programs for the
disadvantaged which are organized and administered
by the local Public School System and the Extension
Service.
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Only communities Maintaining education programs for
the disadvantaged parents were included in the study.
No attempt was made to include many school districts
and extension centers since it uas doubtful that par-
ent education, as defined in this study, would be
found in those coaaunities.

The scope of the study was further limited to the
statements of responsibilities relating to the profes-
sional leader role that appeared on the cards of Q-
sort. All conclusions drawn in terms of the statements
apply to the leadership practice only to the extent
that the sample o responsibilities is representative
of the professional leader role. Then again, the study
was limited to the extent to which respondents were
able to interpret the Q-sort statements and to supply
information and ooinion.

A study based on perceptions also had certain inherent
difficulties arising from the nature of perception it-
self and the difficulty of obtaining; accurate percep-
tions of another oerson's behavior. The individual
variation on item interpretation and perception should
be regarded as a limiting factor in the study.

The analysis of job activities did not imply in any
way an evaluation, either of the effectiveness of the
contribution of the professional leader, or of the
quality of outcome of the administration.

The study was the first attempt to provide information
relating to professional leader role in parent educa-
tion programs for disadvantaged persons in Missouri.



CHAPTER II

(pages 52-72)

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The primary purpose of this study uas to describe and
analyze the role and functions of professional leaders
in the state of Missouri in education programs for
parents, handicapped by socio-economic status differ-
ences. Empirical data were required for accomplish-
ing this goal.

There were two possible approaches to achieving this
objective:

I. Observe a professional leader1s behavior on the
job for a period of time; or

2. Ask relevant individuals what they perceive the
job of a professional leader to be. The second
approach was considered the nost feasible for
this study.

In the book, Research Methods in Social Relations,
Selltiz et al define research design as "the arrange-
ment of conditions for collection and analysis of
data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to
the research purpose with econaay in procedure."'

It is reported in Chapter I that IQ,-ethodology was
thought to be most appropriate for this study. This
methodology uses opinions and judgments of rele-
vant profeesional persons for providing answers to
questions posed in this investigation.

The general design for this study was built on cer-
tain notions concerning relevant aspects of the pro-
fessional leader role as derived from the field of
parent education activities related to the disadvan-
taged.
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Development of the InstruAent

Q-methodology, selected to ascertain the opinions and
judgments as held by professional personnel concern-
ing the professional leader role, determined the type
of format to be used in constructing the instrument
for collection of data.

Kerlinger, in his discussion on Q-methodology states:

Q-methodology is a general name used by
William Stephenson to express a group of
psychometric and statistical procedures
he developed. Q-technique is a set of pro-
cedures used to implement Q-methodology. It
centers particularly in the sorting of decks
of cards called Q-sorts and in the correla-
tions among the responses of different indi-
viduals to the Q-sorts

Q-technique uses a rank-order procedure of
piles or groups of objects. A set of ob-
jects- verbal statements, single words, pic-
tures-is given to an individual to sort into
a set of piles according to some criterion,
the whole making up a normal or quasi-normal
distribution.2

Moore observes that

Q-sort is a population or a random sample
of population of statements that exist about
a person, event or condition. A set of such
statements is usually obtained from individ-
ual interviews with the persons to be samp-
led or from some known source of statements
represwIting a universe of the possible state-
ments.i

The initial step in developing the instrument follow-
ing Q-methodology was therefore, to gather statements
of opinions about how a person perceives the profes-
sional leader role, and to provide a logical frame-
work for the delineation and classification of the
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statements or itcAs on the basis of uhich profess-
ional leader role could be defined and analyzed.

The basic item content for Q-sort used in the study
was gathered both from interview :iaterial in which
the interviews allowed subjects (of the kind it was
wanted to study) to freely discuss their views con-
cerning the professional leader role and from the
literature related to theory and research in parent
education. A job description of the leadership posi-
tf.on as well as the description of the administrative
organizations of the Missouri Public School System
and the Missouri Extension Service provided addition-
al content. A large enough number of statements were
gathered to insure a wide coverage of opinion.

To f4 the stateAents into a balanced factorial de-
sign, four major aspects of the professional leader
role were identified. Academic persons concerned
with the parent education programs along with members
of the writer's co_Laittee served as an advisory board
for delineation of these dimensions. For analysis
purpose they are called:

1. Assistance to administration
2. Cooperation with co-workers and aides
3. Cooperation with agencies and organizations
4. Personal services to audience (parents)

These four alajor dimensions rf the professional lea-
der role might be defined as follows:

Assistance to adllinistration. In the present study,
this role aspect was used to refer to the degree to
which the professional leaders in home economics edu-
cation take active part in the tasks related to admin-
istration of parent education programs for the disad-
vantaged undo. the Missouri Public School System and
the Missouri Extension Service.

Cooperation with co-workers and aides. The role-
aspect, cooperation with co-workers and aides was
limited to the flow of communication which enables
professional leaders of home economics education to
exchange ideas, opinions, feelings, interests andin-
formation with staff members on matters pertaining to
parent education for the disadvantaged.



Cooperation with a,;encies and organizations. This
aspect was limited to activities of the professional
leaders of ho: le economics education ttith respect to
community agencies and organizations uhich had a bear-
ing on the total disadvantaged parent population in
these respective communities.

Personal services to audience (parents). This dimen-
sion reflected the way in which individuals in the
position of professional leaders of home economics
education functioned in direct cumunication with dis-
advantaged parents.

The collection of statements was based on these four
categories of tasks of professional leaders and at
two levels of suitability, namely, 'appropriate' and
'inappropriate'. This was four by trio design (four
categories and tuo levels) which :then replicated
eight times provided Q-sample of size n=64.

Kerlinger maintains that

The number of cards in a Q-distribution is
determined by convenience and statistical
demands. For statistical stability the
number should probably be not less than 60,
nor more than 1110, in most cases no more
than 100. A good range is from 60 to 90
cards.5

A selection of statements was first made to fit the
design described above. Item honor;enity for each of
the aspects was considered in selecting statements
through observation and evaluation. The items were
considered to be fulfilling the condition of homo-
genity, if they could measure the aspect under which
they were classified. Items which were ambiguous, or
those which could be classified in :lore than one
aspect, were elilinated.

Content validity was obtained by the method of item
construction. The definitions of the four dimen-
sions served as a limitation on the universe from
which the items :sere drawn. Both the objectives of
the study and the resources used in identifying the
dimensions provided 'criteria' for judging whether a
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single item and the gruup of items as a whole cov-
ered the area that this study proposed to measure.

Since the person Wao is building the items may in
particular instances overlook ite.is that should be
included or may not distinguish in all cases between
several items measuring the same aspect of the lead-
ership role, several academic persons including mem-
bers of the writer's committee were asked to key and
criticize the material that was proposed. The opin-
ions of such critics were relied on most extensively.
These persons were thought to be most qualified to
give expert oainon because of their familiarity with
parent education activities administered by the Pub-
lic School System and the Extension Service in Mis-
souri. It was assumed that items were not value laden,
therefore, respond3nts should all be in the position
of providing frank opinions and judgments. Conseque-
ntly response sets should not constitute a major
source of error.

Pre-testing of the Q-sort: A pre-test of the Q-sort
statements was conducted with twelve individuals who
were associated directly with parent education pro-
grams for the disadvantaged in Missouri as administra-
tors and/or professional leaders. They were contacted
by letter requesting cooperation in the preliminary
study. _1 copy of the letter appears in Appendix A.
The opinions of these twelve persons were obtained
from individual and group interviews by the investi-
gator.

Two-thirds agreement by the respondents as to the role
area in reference to two levels of 'appropriate state-
ment' and 'inanpropriate state_ lent' uas the basis for
selecting the sixteen activities pertaining to each
of the four role aspects.

Consideration of each item from the point of view of
the Public School System and the Extension Service
was obtained fro the Director of Ho.ae Economics Edu-
cation, Missouri State Department of Education and
her staff, and selected staff of the Extension Divi-
sion, University of Missouri, Columbia.



Revisions consisted of addition, alteration, clari-
fication and delineation of several items. Some
members of the writer's graduate comittee also as-
sisted with the final refinement of the statements.
As a result of which four statenents were eliminated,
one from each category. Since no data were to be ex-
amined by variance analysis, this elimination was of
no practical consequence; the purpose of the design
was to insure comprehensiveness of coverage.6

The final format consisted of sixty separate state-
ments of different job activities designed to ascer-
tain the nature of the actual role and the ideal role
of the professional leader as perceived by the selert
ted respondents.

The Q-Nample was then given a preliminary trial by
having Q-sorts performed by a nwaber of subjects to
provide a check upon language used and clarity of the
respective These statements were then random-
ized, put on 3 x 5 inch cards for final presentation
to respondents for sorting in reference to the actual
role and the ideal role of the professional leader.
White cards and colored cards bearing the same begte-
ments along with code numbers were used for two sort-
ings, 'actual' and 'ideal' respectively.

The sixty activities which were finally determined are
presented in Appendix B, both according to the role
aspects and in seauential order of presentation.

Selection of Respondents

The concern in designing a sample for the selection
of subjects for this study was to represent the div-
erse opinions thought to exist concerning the profes-
sional leader role in parent education for the disad-
vantaged under the Public School System and the Exten-
sion Service in Missouri. This was not to rule out
the possibility that later studies :light find that
some other professional personnel could possibly be
more authoritative and expert and ':dose opinions
could count for more than others.



An importeIt 0:7 'ads stIlOf was to utilize
the small sample doc-Grine. as propc 1)5, Stephenson
in the gathering of professional oi_d-LL'ons and judg-
ments concerning controversial fuactio.ls to be per-
formed by professional leaders in parent education
for the disadvantaged.

Stephenson indicates that,

The application of Q-method consists of re-
placing the current large sample doctrine
in the methodology of public opinion measur-
ment by one which models the qualitative
conditions set out by Thompson The con-
troversial matter is represented by a Q-
sample, and opinions by Q-sorts; factor an-
alysis brings segments of opinion to light,
factors are then measures of public opin-
ions.?

Je2obson, Charters and Lieberman point out that "the
definition of role in terms of shared expectations
must make account of the question of whose expecta-
tions are relevant."'-' The authors further state:

In hierarchical organizations at least three
groups should receive consideration. One is
composed of persons who occupy like positions.
Another is composed of persons who have a high
degree of functional interdependence with the
position in question. A third is composed of
persons who do not have direct functionally in-
terdependent relationship with the position;
but who nevertheless are related to it through
a concern with the formulation and implementa-
tion of the position in the organization.9

Sellitz et al focus on the selecting of respondents oc-
cupying different positions when they state:

Selection of individuals who represent dif-
ferent positions in the social structure
helps to produce a rounded view of the sit- .

tation they are reflecting. In almost all
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social groups, one finds variations in
social status and specialization of social
roles and functions. Individuals occupy-
ing those different positions are likely
to see any given situation fraa different
perspectives diversity is productive
of insights .10

In the light of these recommendations two major re-
spondent groups uere identified. They were: (i)
Professional leaders of home economics education who
could be considered to be practicing a professional
leader role in parent education programs for the dis-
advantaged administered by the Public School System
and the Extension Service in Missouri. They might be
holding the title of home economics teacher and/or
home economist; (ii) Directors of the programs who
could be considered to have a reasonable period to
become familiar with what professional leaders in a
school system and/or an extension service were actu-
ally doing as professional leaders in parent education
for the disadvantaged. This group included persons
holding such titles as Superintendent of Schools, Sch-
ool Principal, Director, Supervisor or Specialist. They
were to be employed in the Missouri Public School Sys-
tem and/or the idissouri Extension Service.

Each community having education programs for the disad-
vantaged parents under the Public .$chool System and/or
the Extension Service, automatically identified the two
position groups of professional personnel needed for
this study.

The question presented itself as to what plan might be
used for the selection of communities. It was obvious
that the selection would need to be made of those com-
munities in Missouri which had and are likely to have
education procsrams for the disadvantaged.

Based on the recomziendations proposed by the Division
of Home Economics Education, Missouri State Department
of Education, and the office of the Director, Continu-
ing Education for women and Hmme Economics Extension,
University of Missouri, Columbia, nineteen communities



were chosen which had parent education programs for the
disadvantaged sponsored by the Public School System
and/or the Extension Service.

The following criteria were used for identification
of professional leaders:

1. His name appeared in the Directory of Home
Economics Teachers in the Hissouri Public
School System and/or Home Economists in
the Missouri Pxtension Service, 1964-65.

2. He had a bachelor's or grdduate degree in
home economics education.

3. He had been participating in education pro-
grams for the disadvantaged as a professional
leader for at least one year.

4. He had specific professional assignments
for parent education activities for the
disadvantaged for fifty per cent or more
of his tLe.

A total number of twenty-nine persons were identified
in selected communities who met the selection criteria;
eighteen of them were home economics teachers employed
in public secondary schools and eleven were extension
home economists. The selection procedure excluded oth-
er professional leaders who might have been employed
in the selected co.Launities in Missouri at the time of
this inveatigation. All twenty-nine Aembers of the pro-
fessional leader group were women, twenty-five had
bachelor's degrees, and four had -aaster's degrees in
home economics education. The average age for this
group was 35.50 years. The average number of years of
experience in the disadvantaged education programs in
Missouri was 4.20 years.

In the identification of an exact number of directors
of programs, the criteria indicated experience in par-
ent education programs for the disadvantaged as well
as direct contact with the professional leaders. This
group of twenty-nine professional educators was cmm-
posed of seven Superintendents, six Principals and two
Supervisors vorkin,:; in public schools and one Director,



one Supervisor end one Specialist in Family Living Edu-
cation, six County Extension Directors and five Exten-
sion S;ecialists. Of the total twenty -dine persons of
this group then, eighteen were fro.a the Public School
System and eleven from the Extension Service. All but
four were men. All of them had a bachelor's degree.
Nineteen had a laaster's degree. Five had Ph.D. degrees.
The age within the sample of this Troup ranged from
thirty-five years to beyond fifty years. On an average
they had contact with the professional leaders twice a
week. The average number of years of experience in
parent education programs for the disadvantaged was
6.30 years. Thus altogether fifty-eight professional
educators consistinT, of twenty-nine professional leaders
and twenty-nine directors were selected for the admin-
istration of Q-so-rts.

The final sample in terms of selected communities, pro-
fessional titles and educational qualifications along
with code numbers used for the respondents in the study
appear in Appendix C. It was a condition of the study
that anonymity be maintained. The it should be
noted that in the listing of subjects, names of persons
and program centers are not given.

Collection of Data

Data were collected by personally conducted interviews
by the investicator with each of the fifty-eight selec-
ted persons who perlormed the Q-sorts. Letters of re-
quest were sent to school personnel and extension per-
sonnel by the Director of Home Economics Education,
Missouri State Department of Education and the Direc-
tor of Continuing Education for wonen and Home Economics
Extension, University of Missouri, Columbia respectively,
asking for their cooperation in this study. Their re-
spective letters explained the general nature and pur-
pose of the investigation.

A visit with each person was then planned during the
period of February (.), 1966, to March t;', 1966. Tile re-
spondents were contacted by telephone or mail to confirm
the time of the visit approximately two weeks prior to
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the visit at the center. Wherever possible all the
participants o2 a particular center were seen on the
same day individually and/or in small L-,roups.

Each participant t:as girst given a set of printed in-
structions on the .lethod of Q-sort, a Q-score sheet
and an information blank, copies of which appear in
Appendix J. The writer explained the instructions
for performing the sort and was present during the
sorting, answering technical questions.

Each interviewee was requested to indicate the degree
of importance accorded the activities in terms of the
actual situation as he or she saw it, and also in
terms of the ideal situation. It was assumed that
such a procedure would

1. measure the respondents' perception
of the professional leader role as it
is and as it should be;

2. measure the extent to which respon-
dents perceive each of the sixty job
activities as a part of the profes-
sional leader role;

3. discriminate between factors represen-
ting persons having similar perceptions
of the professional leader role.

A deck of sixty uhite cards containing sixty statements
along with eleven envelopes were at first presented to
each respondent for the actual sort. The respondent
was asked to arrange the cards in eleven columns from
most important state:aent cards which uere to be placed
at the right to the least important ones which were to
be placed at the left. This arranging of cards gave
an account of the respondent's opinion about the state-
ments concerning the actual role of professional leader.
The subject distributed the statements into the follow-
ing forced distribution.11

Least Most
Important Important

Score -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Frequency 3 5 6 6 6 8 6 6 6 5 3
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The cards were ascic;ned values by the subjects ac
cording to their placements in the colunns from -5
through +5, left to right. Aftei: sorting the sixty
cards, the interviewee placed each pile of cards in
the appropriate envelopes with the column numbers
printed on the outside of each.

A similar procedure was used to obtain 'ideal' ra-
tings from each respondent. The interviewee was
given sixty colored cards bearing the same state-
ments and code numbers and was asked to sort them
according to the instructions. After sorting, each
interviewee placed the cards in the appropriate en-
velopes for recording.

The cards were shuffled each time to secure a new
random order for each respondent. At the completion
of each sort, the values as assigned to the cards in
terms of placement were recorded on the appropriate
score sheets by the investigator.

Following the sorts all interviewees were asked to
fill out the personal information blanks handed to
them. The information blank asked for subject's age,
sex, academic preparation, experience and additional
comments which they chose to offer. These data were
summarized and are presented in the section of this
chapter titled "Selection of Respondents".

A brief discussion about the professional leader role
concluded each of the visits.

The 'Actual' and the 'Ideal' Q-sorts of each partici-
pant are presented in Appendix K.

Although this technique seemed rather involved at
first, it had several distinct advantages over the
usual questionnaire as observed 10,; Robinson12 in his
doctoral study. These are:

1. The job activities were randomized differ-
ently for each respondent.

2. The Respondents were inclined to use all or
most of the categories and tended to avoid
a particular response pattern.
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3. The physical activity of handling cards
tended to keep the respondent's thought
on the task at hand.

4. The use of white cards and enve.1_1
for "actual" ratings and colored cards
for "ideal" ratings provided a reminder
of the difference between the "actual"
and "Ideal" as the ratings were being
made.

5. The job activities always appeared in a
different order due to randomization of
"actual" and "ideal" cards, so there was
little chance to compare ratings between
the two.

A master recording schedule was developed which was
used to record the placement values of cards of each
of the two sorts performed by the subjects. These
recordings provided data for the study.

Method of Analyzing the Data

Correlation and factor analysis were the statistical
tools used for analyzing the data obtained from the
Q-sorts performed by the reppondents. Kerlinger quotes
from his manual of Q-Methodology and the Theory:

One of the strong points of Q-methodology is
its analytic possibilities. Of these possi-
bilities factor arrays are very important. A
factor array is a Q-sort constructeC from fac-
tor analytic results. Factors are conceived
as similar clusters of objects - in this case,
persons, or the responses of the 2ersons.Those
individuals who respond to a Q-sort similarly
will form clusters of persons. Oversimplified,
conceived of su:I.iing the responses of the indi-
viduals of a cluster to any Q-sort item. If we
did this for every item in a Q-sort, we would
have sums (really weighted suns) for all items.
These sums would of course vary a great deal.



They can be rank ordered and then fitted into
original Q-distribution. This 'new' synthe-
tic Q-sort is literally a description of the
factor. It can be directly interpreted by
the investigators Factor arrays ar cal-
culated and oreoared for each facto::.15

Following Q-methodology in the identification of fac-
tc.s, the centroid method of,factor analysis was used
as suggested by Stephenson.124 In this procedure fac-
tors are defined by clusters of subjects and are used
to describe the nature of opinions held by respondents
identified with the factors.

The scores of the two sorts, "actual" and "ideal"
completed by the fifty-eight respondents were recorded
in the master schedule. Using the IB1l 1710 computer
program for centroid factor analysis, Pearson Product
Moment correlation co-efficients were computed for
fifty-eight variables and sixty Q-aample statements.A
table of correlation co-efficients was provided for
each Q-sample. The correlation matrices were factored
and using loadings, seven factors were extracted for
each. A table of residuals after extraction of these
factors also was provided for each sanple by the cora-
puter. The latter was well within the limits of error
of a zero correlation, indicating that there were no
possibilities of additional factors of significance
being extracted from either of the two matrices. The
standard error for a zero correlation coefficient in
this study was 0.13 computed from the formula

SE =
1 where n is the size of r

r /

Q-sample. In this study n=60.

The correlation matrices are presented in Appendix D.
By inspection these correlations are all positive and
significantly greater than a zero correlation. This
indicated that there were relationships between all
variables.
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Four of the seven factors proved to be significant in
the actual sort data, and there uere similarly four
significant factors from the ideal sort data. Signi-
ficance was deterlined according to the Guilford-Lacy
(1947)15 expression, which consists of multiplying
the two largest loadings on a factor (neglecting signs),
that is to say, the product should be larger than the
standard error of a zero correlation co-efficient. For
this study it was 0.13 as mentioned earlier.

In order to better differentiate sinificant factors,
rotation in_accordance with principles suggested by
Stephensonlb was performed in order to bring about a
simple structure (orthogonal or uncorrelated) which
was well represented by variables on each factor. The
factors were visually rotated by viotting them in pairs
on graph paper and by visual inspection determining
the rotation whicn would maximize certain loading-, and
minimize others. Finally, three factors, each identi-
fied by at least six variables, presented a meaningful
factor structure for the actual sort data. Four sig-
nificant factors resulted from the rotations of the
ideal sample centroid factors.

Factthr loadings for the s -nificant factors before and
after rotation may be foi in the Appendices E and F
respectively.

Loadings of size 0.40 or more are indicative of some
significance. Respondents who had clearly orthogonal
loadings (0.40 or more on only one factor) were used
to describe that factor. The items of their Q-sort
were weighted17 according to their factor loadings and
summed for all variables on that factor. The Factor
Weight Table appears in Appendi:: F of the Study. Fac-
tor loadings of the variables which identify the three
factors for "actual" Q-sample and four "ideal' Q-samnle
are shown in Tables I and II of the Study.

The Q-sorts for a factor which were significLntly loaded
on that factor only were weighted and combined, trans-
formed into standard scores, and then into the eleven
point scale of the original Q-sorting. A Q-sort was
thus constructed from the weighting in rank order
which represented the common sort for the factor varia-
bles. Consequently factor scores represented all of



the variables uniquely on that factor. Each factor
presented one Q-sort which :night be considered as a
model of one view point.



CHAPTER III

Results

Introduction

This chapter presents those findings which pertain
to the questions raised on Chapter I. An attempt
is made to dec:cribe and interpret the identified
factors which reoresent the opinions relative to the
professional leader role as expressed by profess-
ional personnel.

It has been indicated in the previous chapter that
three factors for the actual Q-sort sample and four
factors for the ideal Q-sort sample were identified
by statistical analysis of data.

The factors which were found to be significant sug-
gest that several individuals tended to give the
same Q-sort (which is what the factor is) because
they or their opinions were alike in some respects.
Since the factors were uncorrelated, this meant that
the individuals mere alike in their opinions cf
s'Dme of th't .

They differed in a multivariate sense with respect
to all statements except those of a consensus type
i.e., opinions that were generally agreed upon by
all factors.

The analysis of data focuses on the discriminative
statements showing that there were variations among
subjects and their opinions or there uould be no fac-
tors with which different clusters or sets of persons
were identified. Likewise it reveals that common
opinions did exist, otherwise there would have been
no formation of sets of people having opinions of si-
milar nature. Statements upon which there was a con-
sensus of opinion regardless of factors also suppprt
this assuiption.

Stephenson says, "Opinions are synthetic self-refer-
ent statements which can be composed for a Q-sample;
a Q-sort models a person's attitude of mind about a
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situation. FactOl'3 are attitudes of :aind held in
common by many peo)le."I He indicates that different
factors represent different attitudes of mind about
a matter but that the same deeper or latent belief
system may explain different attitudes.

The statements of the Q-sample in the present study
were considered as expressions of opinions. The
factors might f_n some degree be attitudinal with re-
spect to job activities to be performed by profess-
ional leaders.

With this in mind all attempt is made to describe and
interpret the nature of opinions concerning the pro-
fessional ledder role in parent education programs
for the disadvantaged as offered by professional per-
sonnel identified with the different factors.

Statements which discriminate bett:een the factors are
discussed first, following which appear consensus
statements. Array of statements representing a fac-
tor are described and interpreted step by step begin-
ning with those statements of job activities which
were considered to be important by the factor in as-
signing high positive values to them. These are fol-
lowed by statements which had neutral values to the
persons and were considered neither important nor un-
important. Finally, statements considered unimport-
ant are discussed.

The factor scores range from +5 to from greatest
importance to least importance. For the purpose of
discrimination between the factors, a difference of
two points or more was considered to be significant.
The statements having scores of 1, 0, or -I were trea-
ted as neutral and the statements having higher posi-
tive values or ncgative value" were treated as import-
ant and unimportant respectively.

Factors for the 'actual' sort sample and 'ideal' sort
sample are dealt with separately.



Interpretation of the Actual Pole Factors

(p. 83-104)

To reach a clear understanding about the nature of
opinions held by the factors identified, interpre-
tation is undertalzen of the Q-array of each factor.

Interpretation of Factor A

As stated earlier, interpretation begins by giving at-
tention first to those statements which discriminate
sharply between A and the other factors B and C.
The interpretation begins with important roles and
functions and gradually arrives at unimportant
roles and functions as considered by the persons
identified with factor A. Scores at the Q-array of
the factor are to be looked at fron the view point of
the persons who performed the Q-sort.

Prior to an interpretation of the nature of the state-
ments, it is necessary to focus on the people identi-
fied by Factor A. This factor represents two exten-
sion directors, tiro school administrators, four exten-
sion professional leaders, and one public school pro-
fessional leader.

Following is the 'Factor-Array' showing the statements
along with the scores. Interpretation of the factor
A takes into account the scores reported along this
factor.

The Factor Array

The following are the 'Important Statements' for Fac-
tor A (higher value than 1).

(Statements)

24. Make available adequate supervision and in-
structional aids to staff for particular
learning experiences.



56. Encourage parents to cooperate with school
personnel in ,vetting children to eat at
school and in utilizing sur:lus food (in
connection with school lunch pror;ram).

44. Encourage comnunity organizations to include
'parents' from low-income group as members
and participants in the resnective organiza-
tions.

46. Give time or provide appropriate staff to
counsel parents with personal and family
health and social problems.

52. EncouraEe parents to bring children of pre-
school age to child care centers or free
clinics for physical and other needed exam-
inations and services.

Neutral Statements (which have scores 1, 0, -1) for
Factor A are the following:

(Statements)

14. Cooperate in the utilization of the resources
of the community in providing a variety of com-
munity programs covering the needs of the fam-
ily.

50. Give time or provide appropriate staff to coun-
sel with parents concerning specific problems
of children and youth and other aspects of fam-
ily living.

39. Consult volunteer agencies and other community
organizations in recruiting lay leaders (aides).

16. Acquaint assisting staff with basic policy de-
cisions related to their responsibilities.

11. Prepare lists of current educational aids to be
used in parent education proGram.

i -.



The following statements were considered unimportant
for Factor A (lo.;er than -1):

27. Meet in a unit conference with staff and par-
ents to discuss cases involving specific prob-
lems.

5. Attend and cooperate in planning and carrying
out orientation program for all new assisting
staff.

9. Participate in the conduct of needed surveys
related to aspects of total progra.

58. Provide demonstrations and in the home follow
up on housekeeping skills and plans for use
of facilities.

An examination of statements 24, 56, 44, 46, 52 with
scores of 5 4, 2, 2, 2 on one extreme, and statements
27, 5, 9, 55 with scores of -5, -3, -3, -2 on the other
extreme indicates that in each case the statements dis-
tinguish factor A, narticularly.

Factor A indicates that major emphasis is currently
being given to personal _services to parents by the pro-
fessional leaders who work in cooperation with assist-
ing staff and community agencies (24, 52, 56). Factor
A presents a developmental and exploratory approach in
organizing parent education proGra:Is on the part of pro-
fessional leaders. Attention is given to counseling
service offered to parents (46) as dell as to promotion-
al activities (44). Factor A su7gests that routine re-
sponsibilities involved in assisting the administration
(5, 9) are of no concern to the professional leaders.
It also rejects the task of providing demonstrations on
houscIteeping skills (58).

It is interesting to note the neutral statements at the
middle of the array. Factor A is undecided about such
tasks as acquainting staff with basic policy decisions
(16) and preparation of lists of educational aids (11).



It appears that persons identified with factor A are
of the opinion that professional leaders are commit-
ted to take initiative in three najor aspects of the
leadership role in relation to parents, co-workers,
aides and community agencies. They are involved in
promotional and developmental activities with particu-
lar emphasis on services to parents. According to
factor A, current 'iarent education programs are parent
oriented and therefore professional lead: °s are likely
to see that the disadvantaged parents may make the most
of the learning opportunities to inprove their family
and personal status.

This indi ates that factor A considers the professional
leader ro..e to be the role of the "Organizer-Explorer."

Professional leaders are expected to explore neu means
of assising parents in matters of child welfare and
the improvement of family living conditions. In this
venture they seen to be the organizers and not just as-
sistants to the ad:Anistration.

Interpretation of Factor B

Factor B represented seven professional leaders, six
from the Public School System and one from the Exten-
sion. Service.

The same procedure in the analysis of the data is fol-
lowed as for factor A to ascertain nature of opinion
concerning the actual role and functions of profess-
ional leaders as expressed by the professional leaders
themselves.

Functions are reported below in the same order: 'impor-
tant', 'neutral', and 'unimportant' as revealed by the
scores for factor B.

Functions considered important for factor B are:



(Statements)

7. Cooperate in Ceveloping guidelines for plan-
ning with parents and assisting staff in set-
ting goals, selecting experiences, and in ap-
praising pro:raAs.

16. Acquaint assisting staff with basic policy de-
cisions related to their responsibilities.

52. Encourage parents to bring children of pre-
school age to child care centers or free cli-
nics for physical and other needed examina-
tions and services.

11. Prepare lists of current educational aids to
be used in parent education program.

23. Use regular class visitations followed by con-
ferences with staff concerned for the improve-
ment of instruction.

4. Keep records of interviews with volunteers,
Parents, and other participants in parent edu-
cation program and maintain cumulative records
concerning vyrious aspects of delegated respon-
sibilities.

10. Assume responsibilities in securing suppli:,s
and facilities needed for parent education pro-
gram.

The following are neutral statements for factor B:

6. Cooperate in arrangements for in-service educa-
tion programs for continuing education of all
staff members.

5. Attend and cooperate in planning and carrying
out orientation program for all new staff mem-
bers.

14. Cooperate in the utilization of the resources
of the community in providing a variety of com-
munity programs covering the needs of the fam-
ily.



The following functions are considered unimportant:

34. Attend meetings planned for parents by other
agencies.

46. Give time or provide appropriate staff to
counsel parents with personal and family
health and social problems.

19. Obtain ideas and interests of staff members
in establishing programs.

Professional leader activities, considered important
by persons identified with factor B are mostly mana-
gerial, supervisory and clerical in nature. It seems
that the professional leaders do not have much occa-
sion to work in direct contact with parents. They
are primarily concerned in assuming responsibilities
regarding the development of guidelines, providing
facilities, keeping records, and making class visi-
tations (4, 7, 10, 11, 23). The professional leaders
participate directly in the decision making and plan-
ning phases of the programs for parents.

Factor B rejects those responsibilities which involve
identifying family problems and giving counseling ser-
vice to parents, attending parents' meetings and ob-
taining ideas and interests of the assisting staff in
establishing programs (19, 34, 46). Factor B is some-
what critical regarding the idea of cool,,rating with
community agencies in utilizing resources (111).

Factor B focuses on the rigid routine uork performed
by the professional leaders. The professional lead-
ers do not seem to have adequate opportunity for work-
ing on their own initiative. There is little direct
contact with parents and less cooperation with aides
and agencies. The most immediate concern is in as-
sisting the administration. Factor B may be refer-
red to as the "Adninistration-Assistorn Role.
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Interpretation of Factor C

Factor C was well defined by twelve people. They
were four extension directors, three school adminis-
trators, three extension professional leaders and two
professional leaders associated with the Public School
System. This description shows that factor C repre-
sented persons fro:a all four subgroups of the sample
of respondents. Following the sane order of presenta-
tion, functions considered important by factor C are
reported first.

(Statements)

26. Serve as a consultant and a resource per-
son to assisting staff.

5. Attend and cooperate in planning and car-
rying out orientation programs for all new
assisting staff.

21. Confer with assisting staff concerning re-
gular activitles and resoonsibilities.

46. Gile time or provide appropriate staff to
counsel parents with personal and family
health and social problems.

14. Cooperate in the utilization of the resour-
ces of the community in providing a variety
of coluunity programs covering the needs of
the falily.

50. Give ti:ae or provide appropriate staff to
counsel with parents concerning specific
problems of children and youth and other
aspects of family living.

16. Acquaint staff members with basic policy
decisions related to their responsibili-
ties.



(Statements)

22. Delegate Cefinite teaching, non-teaching
managerial, and other responsibilities to
the assisting staff and give them author-
ity to act within the area of these re-
sponsibilities.

The following are the neutral statements for fac-
tor C:

11. Prepare lists of current educational aids
to be used in parent education programs.

23. Use regular class visitations followed by
conferences with staff concerned, for the
improvement of instruction.

27. Meet in a unit conference with staff and
parents to discuss cases involving speci-
fic problems.

29. Assist aides in meeting their specific
problems and needs.

42. Make information relating to parent educa-
tion programs available to the public
through the various media.

51. Assist parents in becoming acquainted with
community counseling services and clinics
giving professional specialized services
by professional personnel.

12. Prepare study discussion guides for the
use of instructional staff in parent edu-
cati.on proram.

52. Encourage parents to bring children of pre-
school age to child care centers or free
clinics for physical and other needed exam-
inations and services.



Only two functions :!ere considered unimportant by Fac-
tor C. They are:

43. Assist Parent Teacher Association in or-
ganizing parent education activities.

55. Provide 'special events' days to stimu-
late interest in appropriate phases of
the educational program for parents.

It is evident frau statements 5, 14, 1.;1 21, 22, 46,
50 that in opinion of factor C the professional leader
is likely to serve as a consultant both to aides and
agencies and to soLle extent to parents. For factor
C, flexibility and permissiveness are not incompati-
ble with the work of the professional leader when that
factor approves the statement

delegate definite responsibilities to the as-
sisting staff and give them authority to act
within the area of these responsibilities.

A balance of approaches in parent education for the
disadvantaged is specified by factor C with respect
to staff and parent conferences, counseling, coopera-
ting in utilizing resources, and providing information
and facilities. Factor C reveals that professional
leaders participate in staff orientation programs and
take steps to improve the standard of instruction.

Factor C indicates indecision concerning such tasks as
meeting specific problems of assisting staff (29), com-
municating to the public (42) and acquainting parents
with community centers for needed services (51).

It is interesting to note that while much emphasis is
given on cooperation with agencies and organizations
in the community, this task like that of assisting
Parent Teacher association (43) is rejected. Factor
C also does not think that professional lead rs per-
form such activities which may stimultte interests
for parents in different phases of education programs
(55).



Froa the nature o2 opinions as e=essed by factor
C it appears that professional leaders function both
as specialists anC as coordinators. They are not
only pendering counseling services to persons concer-
ned but also tryin; to assemble resources in achiev-
ing goals. Factor C seems to indicate considerable
respect for the kind of individual echo values flexi-
bility, is oermissive in attitude and works in co-
operation with others to attain foals.

Factor C may be referred as the role of the 'Special-
ist-Coordinator'.

The Nature of Actual Role factors

From the preceding discussion it is evident that fac-
tor analysis has been most useful insofar as it inte-
grates opinions, scattered over the Q-sorts, into a
meaningful pattern. This has been the case for three
factors which re.-)resent three groups of persons, each
having different opinions regarding the professional
leader role. The general goals for professional lea-
ders may be the sa :e but the methods for accomplish-
ing these goals aay receive very different emphasis.

The three different patterns of opinions concerning
the actual role of the professional leader in educa-
tional prograas for %he disadvantaged parents are re-
presented by factors A, B, and C and are labeled.
Factor A is referred to as the 'Oranizer-Explorerl,
factor B as 'Ad:Ainistration-Assistorl and factor C
is called 'Specialist-Coordinator'. The discrimina-
tive statements which characterize the factor fall
neatly into place from one extre:le to the other of
the Q- sort, in line with the intew,pretation of a
particular pattern of opindlons. there is, however,
some overlapping since some statements and variables
appear on more than one factor. But still there is
enough evidence to justify organizing opinions of a
Q-sort into one context shRwing "some unity of mean-
ing running thvowji them." Persons identified by
each factor view the professional ledder's actual
role in a standard sort of way.
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The followinj.; blief discussion is an attempt to pre-
sent clearly Waat is involved in the actual role cf
the professional leader in parent education programs
for the disadvantaged as represented by three differ-
ent factors.

(Factor A)

Factor A is referred to as the 'Or :anizer-

Explorer sole'. Professional leaders in
the role of an tOrganizer-Explorer' are
likely to take initiative in organizing
different phases of parent education pro-
grams and attelpt the expiorin of effec-
tive ways of achieving goals. To them,
renderin- personal services to the disad-
vantaged is the first and forellost duty,
routine managerial work in assisting the
administration is of secondary importance.
They work in direct contact with the parents
and encourage parents to actively partici-
pate in appropriate phases of educational
programs planned for them as a special group.
To achieve results they utilize services of
assisting staff, community agencies and or-
ganizations. Their main locus is upon par-
ents and their problems. Factor A represents
nine people.

(Factor B)

Factor B vieus the professional leader role
as the role of the tAdministratim-Assistor'.
For factor B current parent education pro-
grams demand attention of the professional
leaders in providing assistance to the admin-
istration. This includes participation in
long range planning, of records,
making provision for facilities, developing
guidelines, arranging staff training as well
as supervising their work. They seem to be
totally Lamersed in the day-to-day rigid
stereotype worl:, with limited opportunity to
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work on their own initiative. They may not
be totally ismlated from the dioaCvantaged
parent poiulation but their responsibili-
ties as related to direct contact with the
parents seea insignificant. Factor B was
represented by sever persons.

(Factor C)

Factor C is referred to as the 'Specialist-
Coordinators. According to factor C, a uro-
fessional leaCer has dual functions. He is
considered as a specialist with specialized
knowledge inpaient education. He acts as a
consultant to agencies and oranizations of
the community in matters relative to parent
education, as ? resource person to the as-
sisting staff in guiding their activities, and
is also capeble of counseling; parents concern-
ing specific problems. In the capacity of
coordinator, the professional leader brings
the available resources together. He shows
skill in working in close cooperation with
others in acco.iplishing goals. Factor C
places eanhasis on coordination, adjusting
and maintaining flexibility. This factor
was well defined by twelve persons.

It is to be noted that the above interpretation has
been made in the light of Q-sorts which are outside
the control of the interpreter. The description fol-
lowing a pattern sometimes becolles sharper in defini-
tion than is the case in any actual situation for any
particular individual. However, in some way each Q-
sort was descriptive of a particular pattern of opin-
5_ons held by the professional personnel identified by

the factor for the Q-sort.

Actual Role Consensus Statements

There are a number of job activities pertaining to
the professional leader role for which there was con-
sensus on the part of all the subjects represented by



the three factors. These statements are presented
below. The factor array indicates that statements
were given al.lost equal rank (a Cifference of only
one point) by the ,Grganizer-Explorer, (A), l'Admin-
istration-Assistor' (B), and the 'Specialist-Coordin-
ator' (C).

(Statements)

2. Report oroc;ram accomplish- lents and
needs to the administrator in charge.

15. Arrange continuing evaluation of dif-
ferent aspects of the education pro-
grams and their relationship to the
improvement of home and family life.

1. Cooperate and confer regularly with
the administrator in charge concern-
ing plans for parent education and
delegated responsibilities.

47. Involve parents in sharing the plan-
ning and maint 7 - for projects
in short term and long term parent
education activities.

17. Suggest needed facilities required by
staff to discharge their responsibili-
ties.

20. Advise the assisting staff in planning
and/or making adjustments to meet new
developments.

49. Provide opportunities for parents to
visit groups of children engaged in
various types of educational and rec-
rettional activities.

31. Use volunteer and other agencies as
resources in obtaining necessary pub-
licity of different aspects of parent
education program.
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2C. Assist staff to strengthen and/or
enlarze scooe and purpose of parent
education nrogram in relation to
all as,)ects of family livin.

36. Pact as consultant to volunteer agen-
cies serving needs of parents.

37. AttenC. social events for parents in
community.

38. Serve on civic committees and study
groups sponsoring prograns for par-
ents.

45. Encoura2,e volunteer agencies and
other co Liunity organizations to in-
volve "parents" in community improve-
ment projects.

33. Organize "parent's" gatherings in the
community if such an opportunity is
not available.

18. Seek to understand the personal prob-
lems of assisting staff.

13. Develop supplementary educational ma-
terials for study groups.

3. Cooperate in recruiting and selecting
tolunteers and resource personnel to
assist in various aspects of parent
education nrogram.

54. Assist narents to use opportunities
to develop economic skills related
to wage earning or gainful employAent.

30. Assist staff to get acquainted with com-
munity and other agencies and organiza-
tions to be used as resources for vari-
ous purposes.



It is apparent that the number of statements dis-
criminating of thL factors exceeC the statements for
which there was general gc,reement. The importance
given to statcnents 1, 2, 15 by all factors show
general agreement on the importance of the consult-
ing, reportinL, planning, and an-praising functions.
It is interesting that involving parents in sharing
in the planning and maintaininL, of projects was
thought to be very important. liatterL relating to
the provision of facilities and proviC.ing publicity
wei.e neutral. All factors were critical regarding
the participation of the professional leader in acti-
vities arranged by community agencies.

There appeared to be no agreement aong any of the
three factors on the following statenents:

8. Cooperate with agencies similar to own
and civic organizations in coordinating
efforts relative to total parent educa-
tion p2ocram.

25. Make suL;Lestions to the assisting staff
on securing developing and using instruc-
tional ;aaterial.

32. Assist in initiating in the community
with the cooperation of local educational
agencies, projects for the iAprovement
of educational conditions (facilities,
opportunities) for Parents.

35. Participate in programs of volunteer
agencies and other organizations in de-
velopinL, .laterials related to parent edu-
cation.

40. Work with volunteer agencies and other
community organizations in obtaining co-
operation and understanding of public.

41. Cooperate with -lifferent agencies to
avoid duplication of activities related
to parent education programs.



48. Arrange for many opportities to
give parents renewed confidence in
thenselves as parents.

53. Help parents through for:aal and/or
infornal contacts and activities to
make re-adjustments in customary
routines and practices, if needed,

57. Encourage parents to secure profes-
sional help with problem of debt
and noney management.

59. Provide follow up for at hoie tutor-
ing of oareits participaUn in li-
teracy education progra:ts.

60. Make available appropriate service to
disabled or elderly parents according
to their specific needs.



CHAPTER IV

Interpretation of the Ideal Role Factors

Method of Inter22::2tation

The interpretation of the ideal role factors follows
the same procedures as for the Q-sample of the act-
ual role. An atte-ipt was :nade to arrive at an inter-
pretation of the actual Q-sorts and the ideal Q-sorts
independently as far as possible. No reference was
made to the ideal sort Q-sample in interpreting the
actual sort factors in the previous chapter. However,
the writer feels that it may be necessary to refer to
actual role Q-sorts while describing the ideal role
factors.

An interpretation of the actual role Q-sorts brings
to light the perceptions of professional person6 re-
presented by those factors concerning job activities
as they are now being performed by professional lead-
ers in parent education programs for the disadvanta-
ged.

It was expected that the interpretation relative to
the ideal role Q-sorts would focus on the opinions
of the professional persons with respect to the func-
tions ideally carried out by professional leaders in
parent education programs for the disadvantaged.

Following the 1.::thoci of analysis used in the case of
the factors A-C, an examination was ::lade of the Q-
factors-scores on the ideal role factors I8, Ib, Ic,
and Id, noting chose which discrildintltd between one
and the other factors. A description of the disctim-
inating stateldents on the ideal role sample are pre-
sented below. They are followed by consensus state-
ments.
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Int;,3roretation of Factor Ia

Nine professional 2ersons were identified with fac-
tor Ia. They included two school administrators,
two extension directors, two extension leaders and
three public school leaders. It is apparent that
this factor was represented by persons of different
interests.

The discriminating statements for factor Ia are pre-
sented.

(Important Statements)

27. Meet in a unit conference with staff
and parents to discuss cases involv-
ing specific problems.

23. Use regular class visitations followed
by conferences with staff concerned for
the improvement of instruction.

The neutral region of scores (1, 0, -1) gives the follow-
ing as distinctive of factor Ia.

22. Delegate definite teaching, non-teach-
ing, managerial, and other responsibi-
lities to the assisting staff and give
then authority to act within the area
of these responsibilities.

52. Encourage parents to bring children of
pre-school age to child care centers
or free clinics for physical and other
needed examinations and services.

Unimportant functions for factor Ia are:

39. Consult volunteer agencies and other
community organizations in recruiting
volunteer aides.

14. Cooperate in the utilization of the
resources of the community in provid-
ing a variety of community programs
covering the needs of the flmily.
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The state:qents appear to fit together in reflecting
an image of the staff supervisor role for the profes-
sional leader in parent education program for the
disadvantaged. A professional leader should meet in
a unit conference with staff and parents to discuss
specific problems (27). He should use regular class
visitations followed by conferences with staff con-
cerned for the iliprovement of the quality of their
performance (23).

Facbor Ia exhibits concern neither about recruiting
volunteer aides in cooperation with agencies and or-
ganizations (39) nor utilization of community resour-
ces for betterment of programs (14). It does not have
any opinion concerning such activities as encouraging
parents to utilize community ser- ices (52), and giving
authority to the assisting staff to act within the
area of their responsibilities (22).

The image of the professional leader that factor Ia
had, fits the role of the "supervisor". A profess-
ional leeder's world of activity is viewed to be very
limited. He should have direct contacts with parents
but only when it is needed by the assisting staff
seeking a solution to specific problems. A profes-
sional leader is to work with varied media. His major
responsibility rests on energizing, inspiring and
guiding the assisting staff. A professional leader is
the "Staff Smpervisor" in parent education projects
for the disadvantaged.

Intezpretation of Factor Ib

Factor Ib was not well identified. This factor repre-
sented only six pe-%rale and strangely though, they were
all directors; fivt, of them were associated with the
Public School System and one cane from extension. It
is apparent that with the exception of the extension
director, this is a factor identified by those who
were school adoinistration oriented.

The Q-sort was entirely congruent with the above,
as the following analysis indicates. The discrimina-
ting statements for factor Ib are as follows:



Important statements for lb are:

16. Acquaint assisting staff with basic
policy decisions related to their
responsibilities.

10. Assume responsibilities in securing
supplies and facilities needed for
parent education program.

17. Suggest needed facilities required by
staff to discharge their responsibi-
lities.

The following are the neutral and unimportant
statements.

57. Encourage parents to secure profes-
sional help with problems of debt and
money management.

28. Assist staff to strengthen and/or en-
large scope and purpose of parent edu-
cation program in relation to all as-
pects of family living.

There are not enough statements to establish a point
of view about :Ale nature of perception tat factor
Ib had concerning the ideal role of the professional
leader. The factor array presents only one negative
statement (28), and one neutral (57).

However, there are indications that facto: Ib, views
the professional leader as the "Administration-
Assistor" the image as presented by factor B (Chap-
ter III) relative to the actual role of the profess-
ional leader.

Persons idcvified with factor Ib were all adminis-
trators. Tnere is no wonder, therefore, that factor
Ib is administration oriented. Factor Ib sees the
responsibilities which center round policy c.!cisions
and communications (16) , and the provision of facili-
ties (10, 17) as very important. Factor Ib does not
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39. Consult volunteer agencies and other
community organizations in recruiting
volunteer aides.

20. Advise the assisting staff in plan-
ning and/or making adjustments to
meet new developments.

31. Use volunteer and other agencies as
resources in obtaining necessary pub-
licity of different aspects of parent
education program.

The unimportant .acriminative statements for Ic are
as follows:

43. Assist Parent Teacher Association in
organizing parent education activities.

56. Encourage parents to cooperate with
school personnel in :getting children
to eat at school and in utilizing sur-
plus food (in connection with school
lunch provided).

32. Assist in initiating in the community
with the cooperation of local educa-
tional agencies, projects for the im-
provement of educational conditions
(facilities, opportunities for parents).

Peculiarly, there is only one neutral statement (31)
discriminative for factor Ib, which has, again, a
positive value. The important state:dents 20, 39, 40
portray the professional leader as coordinator and
specialist as viewed by factor C for the actual role
sample (Chapter III).

Factor Ic gives high importance to the idea that the
professional leader should utilize ccmmunity servi-
ces in accomplishing goals. For factor Ic participa-
tion in planning, advising the assisting staff in
terms of needs are essential activities to be per-
formed by the professional leader and for this, neces-
sary adjustments are not incompatible with his work.
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Statement 43 which is strongly rejected and state-
ment 39 which is highly accepted could scarcely of-
fer better proof that it the opinion of factor Ic
the professional leader should follow practices of
a utilitarian nature. He is to _lake use of commun-
ity services to the extent that it benefits one's
own program. A professional leader lay remain in-
different in makinG any contribution to the programs
sponsored by organizations in the cola:amity.

It seems factor Ic perceives the professional ledder
as 2Epecialist-Coordinator", skillful enough to make
efforts to pull resources together and cooperate with
other organizations to the extent that such coopera-
tion benefits one's own program without getting invol-
ved in activities organized by others.

Interpretation of Factor Id

Ten professional persons defined factor Id. They
were two extension directors, two school directors,
six professional leaders of whom three were from ex-
tension, and three from public school system. It is
obvious that all the different interest groups were
well represented. The discriminative Q-statements
for this factor are as follows, with the important
items listed first.

14. Cooperate in utilization of the re-
sources of the ccmmunity in provid-
ing a variety of community programs
covering the needs of the fanily.

55. Provide 'special events' days to
stidiulate interest in appropriate
phases of the educational program
for parents.

32. Assist in initiating in the community
with the cooperation of local educa-
tional agencies projects for the im-
provenent of educational conditions
(facilities and opportunities for
parents).



The d'cc...L stateAent:;, actor Id has placed in
a position indicating little concern -- those that it
has scored 0, -I are as follows:

27. Meet in a unit conference with staff
and par:_ns to discuss cases involv-
ing specific problems.

11. Prepare lists of current educational
aids to be used in parent education
proLrams.

Statements discrilainative at the level of 'inappropri-
ate' are as follows:

4. Keep records of interviews with aides,
parents and others participating in
parent education program and maintain
cumulative records concer.ling various
aspects of delegated resoonsibilities.

10. Assume responsibilities in securing
supplies and facilities needed for
parent education prograu.

17. Suggest needed facilities required
by staff to discharge their responsi-
bilities.

Statements 14, 32, 55 definitely suggest that factor
Id, like factor A on a-,tual role sample (Chapter III),
is "Organizer-a:plorer". Factor Id seems to want a
person who could be relied upon to give leadership in
organizing and developing all-round educational pro-
grams, covering the needs of parents and their famili-
es. The work of a professional leader should be based
on a broader perspective. He is to move am:land with
eyes open to explore means of acconplishing goals. A
professional leader should be a person capable of ini-
tiating developmental projects in. the community for
the benefit of parents, developing new techniques to
stimulate interests of the parents in educational acti-
vities designed for them. He is required to come for-
ward to utilize comunity resources for the benefits
of the disadvantaged parents.



Consequently, therefore, factor Id has little faith
in clerical tas'u as revealed in the statements 4,

10, 17. These functions are of secondary importance
to factor Id. The same is true with items 11 and 27
which are of no concern to factor Id. Here we have
a description of a professional leader who is an or-
ganizer as well as an explorer.

The Nature of Ideal Role Factors

The four factors, namely, Ia, Ib, Ic and Id are dif-
ferent in their overall opinion about the profession-
al leader's ideal role in parent education for the
disadvantaged. In summary they are as follows:

(Factor Ia)

This well defined factor by nine persons
is mainly oriented to supervisory work
relative to assisting staff. This factor
appears to have no firm attitude either
favorable or critical about giving auth-
ority to assisting staff to act within
the area of delegated responsibilities.
Cooperation with agencies in matters of
recruitment of aides and utilization of
resources are of no concern to factor Ia.
This factor considers that the role of a
professional leader should be limited to
the role of a 'Supervisor' .

(Factor Ib)

Facto' Ib is not very well defined. This
facto/ represents only six directors.All
that matters to factor Ib is assistance
to the administration. Characteristical-
ly, factor Ib is traditional in that it
expresses little concern with relegation
to moments in giving personal se-vices to
parents in the schedule of the profession-
al leader when managerial routine work de-
mands his ti:ae. Factor Ib is similar to



factor B in its concept concerning the na-
ture of the orofesLional leader's ideal
role which fits with the job of the 'Admin-
istration-Assistar'.

(Factor Ic)

This is a factor which exhibits concern
about responsibilities which demand
skills for utilizing services of appro-
priate individuals, civic bodies and com-
munity organizations to serve in parent
education programs. Factor Ic views the
professional leader as strictly utilitar-
ian, that is, one who is to use all of
his time in coordinating activities for
the cause of the particular program in
which he is working. Toward this end he
needs to be a 'Specialist-Coordinator'.
Factor Ic is very strongly represented
by fourteen persons.

(Factor Id)

Ten people identified with factor Id ap-
pear to be persons of a broader outlook
who support the opinion of factor A that
the professional leader is both an 'Or-
ganizer' and an 'Explorer'. This is, ad-
mittedly, a wide field of work, but it
does not seem Lipractical in view of the
nature of parent education. Factor Id
favors work in close contact with all
concerned with parent education activi-
ties. A professional leader needs not be
involved just in stereotype clerical and
managerial duties. He is not to be iso-
lated from the actual field which in the
opinion of factor Id needs to center a-
round parents in their relation to fami-
lies and coanunity.



From the above discussion it may be concluded that
factor Ia is not in favor of communication with com-
munity agencies. Another, factor Ib, relates entirely
to routine managerial activities. Factor Ic values
cooperation with both aides and agencies from the uti-
litarian point of view whereas factor Id would like to
see the professional leader working on his own initia-
tive in cooperation with all concerned.

Ideal Role Consensus Statements

There is quite a sizeable number of statements with
which all factors relative to the ideal role Q-sorts
fully agree. It is to be noted that as many as twen-
ty-three statements were given almost equal rank (a
difference of one point) by all the four factors while
expressing their judgments concerning the ideal role
of the professional leader. The statements are presen-
ted below.

15. Arrange continuing evaluation of dif-
ferent aspects of the education pro-
grams and their relationship to the
improvement of home and family life.

1. Cooperate and confer regularly with
the administrator in charge concern-
ing plans for parent education and
delegated responsibilities.

7. Cooperate in developing guidelines
for planning with parents and assis-
ting staff in setting goals, select-
ing experiences, and in appraising
programs.

47. Involve parents in sharing the plan-
ning and maintenance of projects in
short term and long term parent educa-
tion activities.

48. Arrange for many opportunities to give
parents renewed confidence in themsel-
ves as parents.
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19. Obtain ideas and interests of staff
members in establishing programs.

53. Help parents through formal and/or
informal contacts and activities to
make re-adjustments in customary
routines and practices, if needed.

58. Provide demonstrations and in the
home follow up on housekeeping skills
and plans for use of facilities.

12. Prepare study discussion guides for
the use of instructional staff in
parent education program.

26. Serve as a consultant and a resource
person to volunteer members and pro-
fessional staff.

6. Cooperate in arrangements for in-
service education programs for con-
tinuing educationcf all staff mem-
bers.

21. Confer with assisting staff concern-
ing regular activities and responsi-
bilities.

5. Attend and cooperate in planning and
carrying out orientation program for
all new staff members.

41. Cooperate with different agencies to
avoid duplication of activities re-
lated to parent education programs.

59. Provide follow up for at home tutorgt

ing" of parents participating in li-
teracy education programs.

35. Participate in programs of volunteer
agencies and other organizations in
developing materials related to par-
ent education.
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37. Attend social events for parents in
community.

38. Serve on civic committees and study
groups sponsoring procrams for par-
ents.

145. Encourage volunteer agencies and
other comunity organizations to in-
volve "parentsq in community improve-
ment projects.

60. Make available appropriate service
to disabled or elderly parents accor-
ding to their specific needs.

18. Seek to understand the personal prob-
lems of assisting staff.

13. Develop supplementary educational ma-
terials for study groups.

54. Assist parents to use opportunities
to develop economic skills related to
wage earning or gainful employment.

It is interesting to note that for the ideal role Q-
sorts, consensus stateme ,s exceed the discriminative
statements. This suggeb.s a common core of activi-
ties which is favorable to all respondents irrespec-
tive of their different interests. Like the actual
role factors, they value responsibilities relative
to planning, communicating and appraising. Prepara-
tion of study discussion guides, provision of demon-
stration, arrangement for staff education, assistance
to parents through formal or informal contacts are
agreeable to them. They are critical with respect to
literacy education programs, serving on civic commit-
tees, and participating in programs arranged by other
agencies.

On the followint; statements, there was no arrangement
among the four factors for ideal role Q-sorts:
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2. Report orogram accomplishments and
needs to the administrator in charge.

3. Cooperate in recruitin3 and selecting
volunteers and resource personnel to
assist in various aspects of parent
education program.

8. Cooperate with ggencies similar to
own and civic organizations in coor-
dinating efforts relative to total
parent education program.

99. Participate in the conduct of needed
surveys related to aspects of total
program.

24. Make available adequate supervision
and instructional aids to staff for
particular learning experiences.

25. Make suggestions to the assisting
staff on securing, developing and us-
ing instructional material.

29. Assist staff members in meeting their
specific problems and needs.

30. Assist staff to get acquainted with
community and other agencies and or-
ganizations to be used as resources
for various purpose

33. Organize "parent's" gatherings in the
community if such an opportunity is
not available.

34. Attend meetings planned for parents
by other agencies.

36. Act as consultant to volunteer agen-
cies serving needs of parents.
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42. Make inforAation relating to parent
education programs available to the
public through the various Aedia.

44. Encourage community organizations
to include "parents" from low-income
group as :aembers and participants in
the respective organizations.

46. Give time or provide appripriate staff
to counsel parents with personal and
family health and social problems.

49. Provide opportunities for parents to
visit groups of children engaged in
various types of educational and rec-
reational activities.

50. Give time or provide appripriate staff
to counsel with parents concerning spe-
cific problems of children and youth
and other aspects of family living.

51. Assist parents in becoming acquainted
witn community counseling services
and clinics giving professional spec-
ialized services by professional per-
sonnel.



CHAPTER V

Comparison of Actual Role and Ideal Role

Introduction

In this chapter an attempt is made to (i) compare
the factors of the actual role with those of the
ideal role and to (ii) ascertain to what extent the
actual roles and the ideal roles of nrofessional
leaders are alike as they are perceived by the selec-
ted professional persons.

The comparison of the factors of the two different
sorts (vide, Table I and II, Chapter II) was made,
simply by inspection of the general trends and patterns
of opinions in terms of identified factors representing
the sets of variables (subjects) that contributed in-
formation relating to relationships between the actual
Q-sort and the ideal Q-sort.

It is to be reme:abered that in assessing factors for
the actual role and the ideal role, those variables
were used which were related to one factor and no other.
Factors were orthogonal, i.e., not significantly correl-
ated. Theoretically, it means, that the same Q-sample
is likely to be reacted to indifferent ways by sets of
persons identified with different factors. These ways
are different qualitatively since the factors are un-
correlated. Consequently a different explanation needs
to be given for each factor. Table I and II in Chapter
II show, that there were other variables on each factor
for which a simple structure was not obtained. They
were non - orthogonal variables, a description of these
variables follous.

Description of Non - Orthogonal Variables

Twenty-eight variables for the actual role sample and
eighteen variables for the ideal role sample were con-
sidered non - orthogonal. These variables generally had
significant loadings on more than one factor.
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Significance was judged by taking only the loadings of
a size 0.40 or greater. The views of these persons
may be considered to be combinations of the views ex-
pressed by factors A, B, and C on the actual role Q-
sorts and by factors Ia, Ib, Ic and Id on the ideal
role Q-sorts. That these variables also contributed
meaningful information, however, is scarcely open to
doubt.

There were also a few non-factor variables for both the
actual role Q-sort and the ideal role Q-sort. They
were not significant on any factor. This was true of
variables numbers 3 and 9 for the actual role Q-sort
and number 34 for the ideal role Q-sort. Though not
significant they had loadings approaching significance
on at least one of the factors identified.

Relationship Between Actual

Role Factors and Ideal Role Factors

The comparison includes all the correspondence between
actual role factors and ideal role factors with factor
loadings of 0.50 or more. The results show that there
were significant relationships between the two.

The following relationships are indicated:

A and Ia, Ic, Id
B and Ia, Id
C and la, Ic

Of the twelve instances of factor A (which was favor-

able for the 'Organizer- Explorer' role) only two were

on factor Ia which visualized the role of the 'Super-

visor'. Eight of them occurred on factor Id which had
the same image as factor A and two were on factor Ic
(which represented the role of the 'Coordinator').

Of the seven instances for factor B (which suggested
the role of the 'Administration-Assistor'), two were

on factor Ia and three on factor Id, the rest occurred

on the no ideal role Q-sort.

Of the seventeen instances for factor C (which por-
trayed the role of the 'Specialist-Coordinator') six
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were on factor Ia and as many as eight occurred on
factor Ic. Three occurred on the no ideal role Q-
sort.

There were five instances for the actual role factors
which did not appear for the ideal role Q-sorts. Si-
milarly sixteen instances for the ideal role factors
were not on the actual Q-sorts.

Consideration of Results

There is no simple way to determine any distinction
of professional persons by factors with which differ-
ent patterns of professional leader roles are identi-
fied.

From the descriptions of the factors, it appears that
persons were almost randomly represented with most of
the factors. A closer inspection of the data allows
some interpretation. They suggest that two different
patterns of opinions of roles could be considered as
important. They were represented by factor A and fac-
tor Id and factor C and factor Ic respectively. The
factor Ia which represented the role of 'Supervisor'
was well defined also but it needs special considera-
tion as this pattern of opinion was not identified
for the actual Q-sort. Both factors B, and Ib iden-
tified with the "Administration-Assistor role', were
not so well defined. Out of seven persons which ap-
peared on factor B, two indicated preference for fac-
tor Ia and three for Id, showing inconsistency in
opinions expressed by the factor for both one and the
other. It was noted that not one of six variables on
factor Ib occurred on factor B.

The factors identified with the role of the 'Organi-
zer-Explorer' and that of the 'Specialist-Coordinator'
were well represented by persons of different interests
in the study. Factor Ia characterized as the role of
the 'Supervisor' had also upon it persons of different
interests but this pattern of opinion was not clear
enough for any segment on the actual role Q-sort. How-
ever, a high correspondence was identified between
factor C and factor Ia. The results relative to fac-
tors B, and Ib representing the role of the 'Adminis-
tration-Assistort reveal that these two factors did
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not have upon the-.1 persons of different interests.
While factor B was represented by professional lead-
ers only, factor _lb was identified by directors. Most
of the persons for both these factors were associated
with the Public School System.

The findings are consistent with the writer's experi-
ences gathered from visits and personal interviews
which indicated a wide variation in the positional
involvement of the processional leaders in the current
parent education programs administered by different
agencies and or ganizations. References about this
were made in Chapter I. It was found by the investi-
gator that in comparison to extension service workers,
the scope of the work for the public school profes-
sional leaders was somewhat restricted at present.

It was also noticed that there were professional lead-
ers associated with public schools who would like to
work on their own initiative to broaden the area of
activities if such opportunities were made available
to them. There were public school directors who ex-
pl-essed similar opinions. The findings pertaining to
factors A and C on the actual role Q-sort support what
the interviews suggested. Moreover, out of seven per-
sons on factor B as many as five expressed different
views concerning the ideal role of the leader.

The patterns of opinion as identified with factors
related to the ideal role Q-sorts do not suggest any
radical departure from the existing patterns of acti-
vities as performed by the professional leaders in
current parent education programs for the disadvan-
taged. However, the array of statements relative to
each factor presented in the previous Chapters III
and IV, show that they did differ in degrees of empha-
sis in their characterization of the different pat-
terns for roles and functions of the professional lead-
ers.

Factor la which occurred on the ideal role Q-sort may
seem to be the only pattern which was not found for
the actual role Q-sort. Here again, an observation of
the distribution of variables presented in Table V of
this chapter reveals that out of twelve instances
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related to factor Ia, as many as six were on factor
C, two on A, and two on B. This certainly suggests a
correspondence between the two as stated earlier. Fac-
tor Ib was the only one which was isolated from the
rest. It had upon it six variables and they were all
directors. This suggests that only a segment of the
directors group placed importance on managerial tasks
relating to administration.

These findings show that different segments or groups
of people as identified by the factors represented
persons of different interests. The groups did not
differ greatly in their views about the professional
leader role in terms of the actual role and the ideal
role. Most of them had consistent opinions regarding
patterns of roles and functions identified with the
factors.

This indicates that the identified factors for the
actual Q-sorts and the ideal Q-sorts did represent es-
sential beliefs as held by professional persons con-
cerning professional leader roles in parent education
programs for the disadvantaged. More or less similar
modellings of professional leader roles occurred for
both the actual Q-sort and the ideal Q-sort. This is
an indication that there was an overall relationship
between these two sorts.

Relationship Between

Actual and Ideal Sorts

This section seeks to focus on the nature of the over-
all relationship between what the professional persons
understand the professional leaders to be actually do-
ing and the function they feel the professional lead-
ers should ideally carry out. The degree of similar-
ity should be thought of as a rough measure of the
satisfaction with the present professional leader role

by directors and professional leaders involved in this
study, a high relationship signifying great satisfac-
tion for the role and functions in respect to parent
education programs for the disadvantaged.



The monograph by Hilden
1 provides a simplified method

of determining correlations for Q-sort data of this
type. These procedures were employed in determining
the relationship between two different sorts.

Correlations between the actual and the ideal sorts
of all fifty-eight respondents were calculated using
the 'Pearson Produce-moment method', in terms of two
major groups, twenty-nine directors, and twenty-nine
professional leaders. These fifty-eight correlations
may be found in Appendix H. All the individual cor-
z;:lations between the actual and the ideal sorts are
homogeneous and positive and do not differ widely in
size. These indiviaal correlations were converted
to Fisher z equivalents and the average correlations
were calculated according to McNemar.

Garrett observes,

When for various reasons averagi.4g is de-
manded by the problem, the best method is
to transform the r's into Fisher's z func-
tion and take the arithmetic mean of the
z's. This mean z can then be converted
into an equivalent r.3

The average correlation for all respondents was .811.

Although it was based upon correlations with a degree
of inter-variability, it still can be considered a
reasonable representative as determined by fifty-eight
correlations of sixty pairs of scores each. The cor-
relationrelation squared is the coefficient of determination.'
This indicates that 66 per cent of the variation in

one of the role estimates can be explained by the vari-
ation in the other. The complement of this value is
the coefficient of non-determination.5 It is represen-
ted by the remaining 34 per cent which is the variance
attributable to other influences.

The average r of .831 for all directors indicates that
approximately 69 per cent of the variation in their
estimates of one role can be accounted for by the vari-
ations in the other, leaving 31 per cent to be ex-
plained by factors outside of this relationship. For
the professional leader group the average correlation
was .739 and the size of this correlation explains
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roughly 61 per cent of the variation between the
estimated roles. The coefficient of non-determina-
tion was about 39 per cent.

In no case were the average actual-ideal correla-
tions of the directors and the professional leaders
far apart. This indicated, that there might not
exist any significant difference between these two
major groups of respondents. However, the standard
error of the difference between the two z values
was calculated. The ratio of the difference be-
tween the average z's and the standard error of the
difference must be 2.58 to be significant at the ac-
cepted .01 level of confidence. The nearest approxi-
mation to this was the ratio of 0.41 as noted between
administrators and professional leaders indicating
that the difference was not statistically significant.

Conclusions

On the basis of the findings it would appear that al-
though there was lack of agreement among respondents
as to the relative importance which should be accor-
ded various activities comprising the professional
leader role, most of them tend to see what should be
the position of the professional leader as more or
less like what it actually existed between the actual
sorts and the ideal sorts as performed by the respon-
dents.

Irrespective of different status and interests, re-
spondent groups were generally in agreement with re-
spect to the importance they felt should be given the
job activities and with respect to the degree of im-
portance perceived as now being given to the functional
patterns within the professional leader role.

The findings substantiate the conclusion, that the
methodology used in this study has been useful in
identifying factors depicting the pattern of involve-
ment of professional leaders in existing parent edu-
cation programs both under the Public School System
and the Extension Service. The methodology has also
been effective for determining the extent of the
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relationship which exists between perceptions of
actual roles and ideal roles of professional leaders
in parent education programs for the disadvantaged
in Missouri.

It appears from the consistent manner of responding
in regard to the actual roles and the ideal roles,
that respondents value the professional leader role
more on the basis of their perceptions of how a pro-
fessional leader should be involved than what he is
actually doing.

Moreover, they tend to base their evaluation of the
professional leader role on the present definition
of position within the respective organizational
structures. Findings reveal that differences do ex-
ist to some extent with regard to the ideal role as
compared to the present status of the professional
leader. This difference is more distinct in the case
of public school personnel than it is with those ex-
tension persons who participated in the study.

A careful inspection of raw scores obtained for each
job activity in terms of the different factors (Ap-
pendix G) and an assessing of the mean differences
among the various job activities (Appendix I) indi-
cates that some activities related to each of the four
selected dimensions of the professional leader role
were considered to be very important by one or the
other of the factors. Also, each aspect has items
which were considered to be unimportant. This jus-
tifies the inclusion of each of these aspects in the
Q-sort design.

It appears that there is an increasing recognition of
the professional nature of the leadership role in
parent education programs for disadvantaged when dif-
ferent patterns of roles as identified by different
factors, are either considered together or examined
individually. Respondents showed a willingness for
increased emphasis on planning, evaluating instruc-
tional matters and offering specialized counseling
services, giving emphasis to methods of organizing
and utilizing resources, as well as coordinating, co-
operating and rendering direct-service to parents.



These general trends and patterns have implications
for the preparation of professional leaders in home
economics education. There is a need to examine the
kinds of education received by the job occupants and
the kinds of preparation being provided by the insti-
tutions and agencies offering parent education pro-
grams. Since regular home economics teachers and the
home economists are utilized to a great extent as pro-
fessional ledders in parent education, it would seem
that relevant training institutes might be required to
provide such persons with more knowledge concerning
parent education for the disadvantaged. The function
and responsibilities of the professional leaders con-
sidered important by the respondent groups emphasize
competencies which may not have been included in those
training programs offered prior to this time of in-
creased activity in educational programs for parents
from low socio-economic environments.



CHAPTER VI

(Page 149-158)

Findings and Conclusions

The aims of this research were primarily concerned with
the measurement of opinions concerning professional
leader roles in parent education for the disadvantaged
in Missouri.

Using the factor method of analysis, three factors for
the actual Q-sort and four factors for the ideal Q-
sort were identified as descriptive of different pat-
terns of opinions concerning the professional leader
role. In this study these factors are referred to as
A, B, and C for actual Tole and Ia, Ib, Ic, and Id for
ideal role to facilitate individual description.

Factoring is essentially subsumption, reducing the
number of Q-sorts in which one's attention needs to
be given. The primary object is to explain a person's
Q-sort which may be analyzed as his belief or opinion.
Factoring indicates that instead of explaining each Q-
sort performed by each respondent separately, it is
reasonable to make an intepretation of the total Q-
sorts for the sam factor.

Factors A, B, C, and Ia, Ib, Ic, Id provided a logical
Imtsis for interpretation of major patterns of opinions
relative to actual roles and ideal roles respectively.

Each factor was explained in terms of its array of
statements which were inspected to discover patterns
and trends. Statements were grouped in terms of their
placement values, into two major categories, namely,
statements which discriminate factors one from another
and statements which were consensually accepted, rejec-
ted, or put in a neutral position.

Each factor was described and interpreted in detail
giving important functions, unimportant functions and
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neutral functions represented by the factor. From the
ordering of importance of the discriminative state-
ments on a factor, interpretation was made as to the
nature of the pattern of opinion.

Findings, with respect to the professional leader's
actual role reveal that the way the present role is
being viewed by three groups of respondents, identi-
fied with factors A, B, C, tends to be quite differ-
ent.

Factor A sees the present status of the professional
leader role as the role of an 'Organizer-Explorer'
devoting a major amount of time to aspects of planning
and exploring ways for implementing the program, work-
ing in cooperation with aides and agencies and in mak-
ing direct contact with the disadvantaged parents.

Factor B views the professional leader role very much
differently than do A and C. The professional leader,
as indicated by factor B, is mainly involved in mana-
gerial and clerical work and the scope of the work is
very limited. The professional leader seems to work
in the capacity of 'Administration-Assistor'. The
major activities usually do not have any reference to
aides, agencies or the respective audience of parents.

Factor C presents a combined role of specialist and
coordinator. The pattern within this role is to some
extent similar to that identified by factor A. For
both, cooperation and flexibility in program are not
incompatible. However, in some respects they are very
different. Factor A places emphasis on methods of or-
ganizing whereas for factor C 'Instructional' and
'Counseling' activities are more important.

Four major patterns of opinions were identified with
the factors for the ideal role. Interpretation of
factors Ic and Id indicated that these two factors
were synonymous in measuring the professional leader's
ideal role as it presently exists and as identified
with factors C and A respectively. Factor is is most
strongly defined by the professional persons of differ-
ent status and interests. This suggests more emphasis
is given to activities comprising the combined role of



specialist and coordinator particularly in the case
of the ideal role for professional leaders.

Factor Ib is the replica of the pattern of opinions
as represented by factor B. The only difference, that
was found, lies not in the nature of opinion but in
types of respondents identified with the factors.
While factor B was represented by professional leaders,

factor Ib was represented by directors. In both cases,
respondents were mostly associated with the Public
School System.

A new pattern (of role) is identified with factor Ia
which places major emphasis on supervisory work. Find-
ings relative to factors Ia reveal that differences of
opinion do exist among respondents with regard to the
ideal role as compared to the present role. There

were respondents on each of the three factors for the
actual role sample who were willing to give more im-
portance for the role of supervisor in parent education
programs for the disadvantaged.

Findings relating to the two major respondent groups
of directors and professional leaders were not conclu-
sive. No major differences of opinions were found be-
tween the directors and the professional leaders. All
the factors except B and Ib, were well represented by
persons from both groups. However, opinions may be
classified as organizational, at least as they relate

to actual role. There appeared to be a general pat-
tern of responsibilities for which extension workers
were expeoted to give more importance. These were
activities itntified by factor A and C. The activities
identified by factor B represented the views of pro-
fessional leaders within the Public School System. The
results indicate that public school personnel were cur-
rently most involved in managerial work although most
of them favored a pattern of functions represented by
the factors Ia, Ic, or Id with the ideal role Q-sorts.

This organizational type of classification almost dis-
appears in the case of the ideal Q-sorts. All factors
other than Ib cn the ideal role, were equally defined

by respondents associated with the Public Schools and
the Extension Service.



Factor Ib was the only isolated factor without any
correspondence with a factor on the actual role Q-

sorts. This factor represents the view held by a group

of directors mostly associated uith the Public School

System. They were the only respondents to consider
'Administration-Assistor role' as very important.

A summary of findings relative to factors reveal that
differences among respondents in terms of the actual

role and the ideal role were largely a matter of de-

gree in relative importance. There were many congru-
encies between two sets of factors. The correlations

between actual and ideal Q-sorts performed by all re-

spondents provided evidence that there was an overall
relationship between the two sorts.

The greatest differences centered around four major

patterns of leader role as viewed by professional per-

sons identified with factors A and Id, B and Ib, C

and Ic, and Ia. Of these, A and Id referred to as
'Organizer-Explorer' role and C and Ic representing

the 'Specialist-Coordinator' role were the most strong-

ly defined factors.

Findings further revealed that there was considerable

agreement with respect to certain job activities com-

prising the professional leader role. There was ade-

quate content within the Q-sample to provide common

ground for all the factors. Thfs was provided by the

consensus statements.

Within each of the four role aspects there was agree-

ment among all factors as to the relative importance

which should be accorded various activities. There

was general agreement that more importance should be

accorded the activities comprising the planning and

implementing the evaluative and instructional aspects.

Some respondents felt more importance was already

being given managerial and clerical type activities.

Many respondents assigned more importance to those

activities related to the 'staff cooperation' and

'personal services' aspects of the leadership role

and less importance to managerial work. Respondents

disagreed most with the activities comprising the
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aspect of 'cooperation with agencies and organiza-
tional. Many appeared to be very critical about
a number of the activities listed under this par-
ticular aspect. In terms of weighted means the other
three aspects received almost equal rank, particular-
ly with reference to ideal role. Each aspect had
items which were controversial.

The findings of this study substantiate the conclu-
sion that disagreement exists concerning pattern of
the professional leaser role in parent education pro-
gram for the disadvantaged as viewed by different
groups of respondents. This lack of agreement could
very well develop into a major source of conflict
with regard to the existing and emerging position of
professional leaders in parent education programs for
the disadvataged.

Implications

From the above findings and conclusions the following
implications may be drawn:

1. Plans may need to be made by State Lead-
ers, Directors, Educationists and other
persons responsible for parent education
for the disadvantaged to find some means
for attaining agreement as to how the in-
dividual in the professional leader posi-
tion can be most effective in parent edu-
cation programs for the disadvantaged.

2. This study points to the desirability of
achieving greater consensus by all con-
cerned, with respect to the different as-
pects of the leadership role. Misunder-
standings are likely to result when there
is disagreement as to the degree of impor-
tance or necessity of various tasks as id-
entified with the role pattern.
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3. The development of realistic objec-
tives for the professional leadership
role in terms of the most essential
educational needs of 'disadvantaged
parents' seems most important. Estab-
lishing a clear definition of the
authority to be allocatdd to the Lead-
er along with the extent and type of
commensurate responsibility could very
well provide a logical basis for a
clearer understanding of ways in which
the Leader can function most effective-
ly as a member of the total organiza-
tional team.

4. The difference of opinions between
groups as to the relative importance
of various activities point to the need
for thoughtful consideration and discus-
sion in order to arrive at a degree of
mutual understanding. Such consensus
could lead to an increasing sense of job
satisfaction and feelings of accomplish-
ment on the part of the professional
leader as well as those with whom he
workd.

5. As there is a trend toward utilizing
regularly employed home economies teach-
ers in parent education programs, teach-
er education institutions should provide
prospective leaders with more knowledge
about the needs of parents handicapped
by socio-economic status differences a-
long with extensive experience in the
field of parent education. Teacher edu-
cation institutions should also investi-
gate the possibility and advisability of
offering advanced courses in appropriate
phases of parent education especially
for those choosing such leddership posi-
tion as their life's work.
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6. The increasing emphasis given to the
professionalization of the leadership
role with major importance given to
planning instructional activities,
methods of organizing, evaluating, ap-
praising parent education programs
points to the need for continued in-
service training in these respective
phases of parent education.

7. The conclusions presented suggest that
the Q-sort as developed in this study
might well be used by organized parent
education programs for the disadvan-
taged.

Based o
tation

1.

This instrument also could serve as a
basis for mutual discussion and apprai-
sal for existing differences concerning
the professional leader role. Overcom-
ing these differences and others as they
occur could provide benefits to all or-
ganizations interested in self appraisal
of the respective parent education pro-
grams.

Recommendations

n the fdindings of the study and their interpre-
the following recommendations are made:

Because this study represents an initial
effort in the identification of the pat-
tern of roles and functions of profes-
sional leaders in parent education pro-
grams for the disadvantaged, the instru-
ment developed and procedures used in
conducting the study need to be tested
in further research.

2. Since this study identified current opin-
ions concerning professional leader role
in parent education program for the dis-
advantaged, it is recommended that con-
tinued study be made of the perceptions
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of professional leaders and directors
within the Public School System and
the Extension Service.

3. This study might well be adapted for
use in ascertaining leadership role
under other administrative organiza-
tions whose patterns of programs are
somewhat comparable to that followed
in the parent education programs ad-
ministered by the Public School Sys-
tem and in Extension Service in Mis-
souri.

4. It is further proposed that other
samples of statements be devised and
administered to verify the opinions
and attitudes as expressed by the
factors identified in this study.

5. The present research was carried out
with professional leaders in home
economics education and the directors
of the programs, all of whom were as-
sociated with the Missouri Public
School System and/or the flissouri Ex-
tension Service. Additional research
is needed concerning perceptions of
other persons with different academic
and professional backgrounds, or ran-
domly chosen professional persons.
This may provide an increased under-
standing of the professional leader
role in the total parent education en-
terprise for the disadvantaged.

6. If a common perception is considered
desirable, it wou::' be essential for
all concerned, to L --,eavor to reach a
common agreement as to the functions
and responsibilities of the person oc-
cupying the position of professional
leader.



It is recommended that a study be
mode of the perceptions of the profes-
sional leader role as held by non-
professional persons directly associa-
ted with parent education programs for
the disadvantaged as well as those
opinions held by the disadvantaged
parents themselves.

7. It is further recommended that some
type of study should be made of the
kind of professional preparation most
needed by present and prospective pro-
fessional leaders in the light of per-
ceptions of the professional leader
role and functions as revealed in this
study.
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